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FUR TRADFRS IN NORTH kfERICA.

The story of the use of furs as adornment, because of

necessity, and as a luxury is as old as ear: himself. Some

say that e,rly woman's ingenious brain devised the means

for skinning stretching and tanning the pelts, others think

that man should be credited with this ciscovery. In either

event the history of the source, ereJaration aria use of furs

forms an interesting page in the story of clothing.

Furs have played an important part in shaping the des

tiny of orth America. Cortez and Pizarro sought and found

gold, silver and jewels in Mexico and eeru. Adventurers

from France, England end the Lowlands came to North America

on a similar quest, but were unsuccessful. Having failed

in their eureose some of these men interested theeselves in

the furs of the country. Gradually small settlements were

established in the Atlantic coast by a few of these exelor

ere.

These settlers depended upon the natural resources for

their sueelies. They hunted and trapped the fur bearing

animals, which were abundant at that time. The seine were

light and could be shipped to London and China *here they

were sold at handsome prices. Organized fur traders were

established in North America. by the French in 1535, the

eeitch were in New York. in 1621, and the Russians held the

eorthwest in 1553.

.arty fur tracers and their successors are known to
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have used every means from honorable dealings, debauchery

to murder to secure the furs from the natives. Alexander

Mao Kenzie said he believed "that the Indians were gret

sufferers from their communication with the subjects of

civilised land.* Such practice eventually cost the traders

the good will of the Indians, and the fur trade suffered ac-

cordingly.

These early fur traders took squaws to wife, who car-

ried on the menial work of the camps and forts. The child-

ren of such unions were alown as half breeds, French Caaada-

tans or Voyaeurs. These voyageurs, usuilly illiterate,

were a hardy people, having great endurance, c4nd accustomed

to privation and hardship. These voyageurs were used in the

transportation of supplies and furs overland and by water.

The labors of this class made possible the growth and de-

velopment of the fur trading companies. They did not hunt

ana trap, because they lacked the ability for this work. Da-

vid Thompson says of one voyageur in his party, "The fact

is, Jean Baptiste will not think, he is not paid for it,

wneu he has a moment's respite he smokes his pipe his con -

stant companion, and all goes aell, he will go through hard-

snips, but requires a full belly at least once a oay, good

tooacco to smoke, a warm blanket, aad a hind master who will

take his sh, re of hard times and be the first in danger".

Fur trading may be rotantic and exciting iu retrospect,

but the life of theae e-irly adventurers was monotonous and
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full of privations, hardships, and suftering. Many of the

leaders in this venture were enucten men from cultured

homes. Allexnan,er .:c kenzie, one u- this group, wrote to

his cousin, "1 think it is unpardonable for anybody to re

main in this country who can leave it. What a pretty situa.

Lion I am in this winter, starving and alone, without the

.doher of dot.% myself or any body else any good." Such re

flections may be found in nlaost any diary of that period.

Mao aenzie goes on to tell of another experience when

he and his men "had lived at Chipewyan for a full year on

fish, no salt, sugar, vet,etbles nor potatoes." The only

variety in the diet was secured by using wild geese and

ducks in the spring 6rd fall and a moose. Tobacco and an

occasional glass of liquor were the only luxuries in this

monotanous existence.

Daring these early years, the intrepid trappers and

hunters had followed the fur bearing animals .cross the

plains and through the forests of the continent. The little

beaver led the white man up the St. Lawrence river to the

Grelt Lakes, and north to the Hudson Bay; down the nac Xen

zie to the arctic ccean; and across the mountains and down

the Columbia river to the eacific Ccean. 'Sea ottors c_-used

men to sail around the world in their small ships, to the

t cific wters thence to the Behring Sea.

Warburton Pike in writing of the effect of the -niaal

life upon the ,estiny of :orth America, sys in his The
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Barren Ground of :.:orthern Canada, "On the second day we

crossed (north west of the Great Slave Lake) a large prai-

rie dotted with lat.es, formerly the homes of any beaver,

still bearing evidence of their labors in the long banks

which once served as demist and the huge mounds which were

once their houses. The beavers h:ve all gone, the ladies

who wore the pretty fur trimmed jackets in far away England,

and the husbands who grumblea ht the prices are gone too;

but the beavers have left their impression upon the earth.

Wonderful moulders of geography, they are; a stream dammed

in a level country forms a huge lake where the forests

stood, the trees fall hs their root: rot in the sty riding

water, and if the dam be not attended to by the workers, a

fertile grass covered plain thtes the place of the la e".

The Indians soon learned, in their contacts with the

white hen, that the beaver skin could be exchanged for ar-

ticles thhht the white man had taught him to use. Thus the

beaver skin became the medium of exchange, although it never

had a standard value all over the country. The Indians

learned to out "trading values" on their furs, and the tra-

ders attehhted to hrotect their profits by asking equally

high ..rites for their w art .3. This is the cause of the exor-

binant prices listed i soe of the early accounts.

The founding of the Hudson's Bay Company reads like a

fairy tale, volumes have been written upon the subject, znd

ho attempt is being made to recount the details here.
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Briefly the facts incident to the formtion of the country

are, two Frenchmen, Radison and Groelliers, had been exnlor-

ing and trapping north west of 1,Li:e Superior. They found

their way into Montrel over land, and brought with them a

rich pack of furs. During the years they had been away, the

French king had granted a ?atent to other parties conveying

to them the exclusive right to these regions. This caused

dissatisfaction, and Radison and Groelliers returned to

France to protest against losing their rights. Failing in

their mission they went to England, and met irince Rupert

who had heard of their adventures. i'rince Rupert became in-

terested in their stories, and in the wealth that might be

obtained from the furs of the New World. His interest led

to the formation of a company known as The Govenor and Com-

pany of Adventurers, Trading with Pudson's Bays. This cnm.

any was granted a charter by the king, which gave it the

monoply on all trade in the Tiudson Bay region. Today this

is the oldest corporation in the world.

When the Hudson's Bay Company, as it was oommonly call-

ed, found itself in Control, it decided upon new policies,

including a militry for of organization, justice and temp-

erance. It ;,lso decided to deal directly with the Indians

in securing furs, hn4ng that this would .:,revent the exter-

mination of fur bearing animals. It took years to win the

confidence of the natives, voyageurs, and couier-de-bois,

who were accustomed to the I.ethods used by competing com.
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panies. These yers were filled with strife and rivalry be-

tween the smaller traders and the Hudson's Bay Company,

which resulted in a loss in the fur trede.

Fin .11y in 1783, a plln devised nd executed, for

combining the many smaller companies into one large organi-

zation to be tmown as the North Nest Company, with Sir Alex-

ander Mac Kenzie as director. From that time on for forty

odd years, the North 'Rest Company dominated the fur trading,

until in turn it was absorbed by tne Hudson's Bay Com- -ny in

1621.

The Fur Traders of the United States were organized in

small groups or worb.ed independently. They never had united

and formed the powerful companies as the Canadians had done.

The North. West and Hudson's Bay Ccmanies had established

military and fur trading ,Alste along the boundaries between

Canada and the United States. They were getting furs from

the natives south of the boundary, and interfering with the

business of the A:Ler:loan traders. The United States govern-

ment attempted to regulate the matter by estn,blishing posts

on their territory. They could not use the methods em-

cloyed by private oarties in the 00knpetitiOn, so fA.led in

the enterprise. If the government had there formulated a

policy which would control the fur industry as it had for

coining money awd the _ostal service, it would have b ea far

setter for the traf.h,der, trader, and consumer. Instead the

government licensed individuals and companies, who in turn
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About this time a young New York merchant, John Jacob

Astor, of German extraction, began to buy furs in Montreal

and ship them to the fur markets in China and London. He

received handsome orofits from his ventures. When the

treaty of 1795 turned over all the Canadian militry n rd fur

posts south of the boundary to the United States, Astor cork..

ceived the idea of re- establishing these fur posts. The

competition was too keen for one man to combat; Vro Astor

then volunteered to turn all of his fur trade into the

TJLited States if he could have government su000rt in his ven-

ture. This resulted in the ew York Legislature granting a

charter in 1839 to the Americon Fur Company, which was jes

corocrated with a stocks of one million dollars and was led

by Astor himself.

Astor's plans grew and it was arranged to have posts

along the border, on the Pacific coast, and in the south.

Eie puroose war to dominate the fur trade of the ccntioent.

There is a long story tole of the struggles betweeo Astor's

fur comony, the Russian Fur Compc ny ond the North feet Fur

Company, for the control of the Pacific North z et. Tragedy

and despair followed the eforts to estsbltsh Astor's poets

on the Pacific coast. Finally the American Fur Company, de-

feated, sold the furs goods, buildings and boats to the

orth westere at about one third of their volue. This

enter :rise had cost the lives of sole sixty-five men, and
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Astor's partners received aothidg for their two years of

toil and peril.

The north west company became too sure of its power,

and was later involved in many difficulties, which caused

the British parliament to hold a public inquiry. Two years

later the Hudson's Bay Company absorbed the Nortwesters;

this was a victory for Law and Order in the land. Following

this comes the story of John Mc Laughlin in Old Oregon,

which historians have preserved in the annals of Oregon his

tory.

The Russian Fur Company, which had had its headquarters

dt Sitka, Alaska, withdrew from America when Russia. sold

Alaska to the United. States.

Chittenden sdys his History of the American Fur

Trade, "It is no flight of fancy, but rather a sober -11.d

legitimate conclusion to say that if the Aetorian enter

prise had succeeded the course of the Emdire on the American

continent would have been entirely different from what it

has heed. 'Nith the valley of the Columbia, and the neigh..

boring shores of the ilacific occupied by American citizens

instead of British subjects during the period of controversy

over the Oregon question, no part of the pacific coastline

would now belong to Great Britain".

The destiny of these fur companies is closely linked

with that of the American continent. George Bryce says in

this connection, "For full two centuries the Hudson's Bay
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ny, under its original charter, undertook financial

enter,;rises of the greatest magnAtude, promoted exploration

and disooveryt_at one time held $0Vernmental powers over an

empire comprising nearly one half of horth America, and

served to the British &spire the wide territory handed over

to Canada in 1870.*

Today the Fur companies have all relinquished their

places in the political regime and are concerned with their

activities ire the commercial fields.
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FUR, 0C2,717UTTON.

David 0. kills, director of the National Association

of the Fur Industry, aptly Oums up the attitude of the furr-

iers tcw,31.6 fur conservation; he states that the proper

function of the fur industry is the utilization of the by-

product of the struggle between man and vermin for the con-

trol of the food supply. That while all vermin are not fur-

bearers, all fur-bearers are vermin when they exist in suf-

ficiently large numbers in icy given lowality."

The furriers associations are keenly aware of the

changing supply iaS demand for furs. The associations are

fostering the conservation movement, because it "offers the

hose of a solution of its problems for a future adequate

supply of raw furs." They are concerned with measures that

will insure the future of their voctions--namely, an ina.

crease J.,: the supply of fur-bearing arials.

Figures indicating the extent of the fur industry re..

veal whbt an integral pert this industry has in the econ-

omic system of the United States. In 1927 it is said 26,

300,000.00 worth of furs was exported and 4100,300,000 worth

of furs was consued in this country, mating a total of some

126 ,303,300 worth of raw furs for American dressing and

finishing. The fur trade ranks twenty-fifth in chief export

and imeorts accoreiag to relative value.

"The retail value of the furs and fur trimillings used in

127 is quoted at $500,000,330. Some 20,033 fir;fis handled
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furs and fur trimmings. There are 2,0-00 wholesale furriers

in tiew York City, who produce 80 percent of all the menu,.

factured furs and fur ttimmings sold at wholesale in the

United states. These firms employ upwerds of 8,000 highly

stilled employees.

r. Mills of thh National Association of the Fur Ieaus
.

try s ys that "Therere 160 fur aressing and dyeing firms in

the Stetes which employ 5,50) men and women at an annual

wage of 48,400,000. These firms dress end dye 40,000,300

skins annually, exclusive of rabbits. In addition, some 50,

000,000 rabbit pelts .eeesed Ind dyed for fur, while an

equal am. ,nt is used by the 'felting, iL.dustry."

The use of the rabbit, marmot, muskrat, iamb eed eid

sins, constitutes the safety of the industry, becuse it

relieves the pressure upon the eemend for better and wild

furs. At present a third of the fur imports consists of

sheep and goat seine.

It may be definitely st,ted thet every species of fur

bearing mammal in the United 8:etes, exceetiug eossibly the

skunk, has diminished in numbers. Ur. Mills aays he mows

of no American furbearers that aee biologically extinct,

although the sea otter is commercially extinct.

For years, dealers in raw fur have mailed c._taloes

price lists to traepers, much in advaece of the eeeeon.

This eecouraees some trappers to oegin oeerations too early,
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resulting in fifteen to twenty per cent of the otch being

unprime. This is *wastes so far as the fur industry is con,.

cerned, for the sins re not full furred nor prime. The

un,prime sins h6ve to go to the felters, industry.

Another factor destructive of animal life is the open

ing up of virgin lands, the drainage of stre or airshes,

the pollution of strems, cle.ring away the forests, using

water for irrigation and placing stock in the field for pa

ture.

The use of bird shot is wasteful, becxse it mars and

cuts the pelage and shin, it less valuable. The im

pulse *to kill,* as one feels about a snake for instance,

often leads to the destruction of wild animals. If the ed

ucative forces are direotel ri htly, this waste can be

largely controlled. The dog may be as wanton as his young

maeter; this is more true i. some southern sections than

here in the northwest. Hunting dogs also cause loes of alas.

imal life.

koaching is a source of trouble, for the poaOher works

during the close se son, The Buree:u of fliological Surrey

is checking the depredations of this human pest.

Maly wasteful practices found in fur usage can be cur

tailed. Improper methodspf securing, drying and shipping

the skins may cuse them to deteriorate or spoil and de-

preciate in value,
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Tender shins (re used for "service* garments, and of

course wear out quickly.

Wrong einds of fur are chosen, then because the owner

is dissatisfied, the furs lie neglected or are spoiled by

moths.

The use of furs for adornment is questioned by some

es.ecially when women clothe their shoulders eed ie,ve the

lower e Lt of the body ueerotected. The use of sumeaer furs

is celled wasteful by some others.

Sheep skins of various Kinds afford wermth and can be

used ss linings insteed of the rarer furs, thus saving the

1,tser. Furs eora on cull's, or on the lower edge of a coat,

receive herd usage 8,_ale furriers urge woven to *a ve fur°

by not u.s it in this fshion.

Fur is also abused arid tested by permitting it to be

come end remain soiled or by not dry_ng it properly when it

is wet. One ex,mele of this is the women who laid her mole

sein coat over hot radiator to dry. In the morning the

coat was shriveled -1.6 harsh the fur hed 'slipped.

Perhaps the fundameutel cause of fur waste can oe

tracea to ignorance ena indifference ane selfishness. Ed
ucution of the public should leEeee fur waste. This can be

accomplished through a nationwide oempaign, carefully or

eanized, to place the facts before the consumers of fur.

Such a program will led to an appreciatioe of fur usage

and fur conservation.
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PROTECTION OF NATURAL FUR RESOURCES

The Lacey Act was passed by Congress May 25, 1900. It

extends the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Biological Sur-

vey "to the regulation of interstate shipments of wild ani-

mals or parts thereof." In carrying out its responsibility

thereunder in fur conservation, the department has adopted

a policy intended to be cooperative in advancing the common

interests of the public.

The bureau states that fur farming is being success-

fully introduced, "but that the bulk of pelts entering the

fur trade must continue to be taken in the wild. Fur farm-

ing is in no sense a substitute for the adequate and nece-

ssary conservation of the resources of the Individual States

in wild fur-bearing animals."

The Lacey bill carries no police power. In spite of

this, however, Federal and State employees are able to ap-

prehend illegal shipments of furs, often resulting in penal-

ties for the offenders.

It has been found that the truly reputable fur houses

"are eager to co-operate to the fullest extent in the sup-

pression of traffic in unprime and contraband skins." At

present the government does not have a permanent satisfact-

ory method of marking sydns, which makes it difficult for

the furrier to distinguish illegal skins. In Canada the

system is to use a double tag, one-half of which is attached

to the skin showing that the royalty has been paid and so
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registered.

The tariff act for September 21. 1922 placer . 15 per

cent ad valorem on cll wild animsls shipped into the United

St,tee. This includes silver and black foxes, the sr.ins of

which dressed or undressed and manufactures thereof, are

dutiable at fifty per cent ad valorem. Other furs on the

skin not adv:nce:5 further than dyeing are dutiable at twenty

five per cent ad valorem. Raw furs and sins except silver

black fox ,,re admitted free.

The State lrwws vary- -some are lax, others stringent.

They include restriction on the .Lethods of trapping, bag

limits, trasiping licenses, possession and sale; shipment

and export bounties, propagation and the ()den seasons with

dates for the different anim11s.

It is to be hoped thA State laws be made more

uniform and effective, and that "teeth" can be put into the

Lacey Act. The distinctioila between game, .,',Tedatory and

furbearing animals need to be established. At present some

states )re :ttempting to rotect fur b2:.rere such &s raccoon

and opossum, only to treat them later game. If shot aS

game the efts are taken when un.rime nd re of no value to

the furrier. It is ho .fed that comLone.sense meeures of es

tblishing a "bal-nce f nature" may be ec't_blished that can

meet the requirements of the farmer, the trapper and the

s,ortsman.

There is a general idea that the United States stands



alone when imposing tariffs upon furs. It is worth noting

that Canada imposes a duty of twentyfive-per cent on all

manufactured furs and seventeen and a bull per cent on all

dressed skins brought into the dominion from other parts

of the British Em2ire. Otherwise the tariff is twenty per

cent on dreesed skins and thirty pet cent on manufactured

furs. Raw skins are not taxed. England Germany both

admit raw SLille without duty, but France and Russia collect

duty on dressed. and manufactured 'ins.
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FUR FAAMIG

Government reports show tht fur farming. is being es-

tablished and that sortie species of fur-bearing animals can

be successfully propa.-6ated in captivity. experts are ex-

perimenting with the other species, hoping- to WOTL out the

means for raising theee animals in ceotivity for breeding

stock and for pelts.

Fur farming seeme to have started in the 1880's where
A

ce. Prince tdward Island few men quietly carried out ex-

periments in fox culture. About 1910 the Russian and New

Zealnd governments sent their exerts over to study the

methods that these ?rince Edward Ish,nders were e.si,g. This

recognition of the Canadian farmed fox furs Toyed en impet-

us to fox Prmine.

In the meantime, fur farming must also be evaluated in

terms of profits. Soxe furs are too exc'e.sive to Jroduce

and the eareet values are too low to f.a.e raising them pro-

fitabie. Si.unt and o.oseum are on this list. Other species,

raooit, musk-rat, karakul and raccoons, Iny be profitably

raised under the ,prevaiiing prices quoted in 1929.

Government bulletins givinc ihe facts c:,r.oer.,ing fur

far:Nine, are available for the aski.g. Prospective fur farm-

ers arc;,- Avised to obtain all thee bulletins o fur fsrLin,-

before mating investme ts I this new ve.ture.
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Viewed from all angles the iace of the fur Lrmer

seems assured. Wild animal life is decreasing, thus causing

a greater deand for fur-L.rmed pelts. These farms usually

are situated in %re.A5 which ae of no value for agriculture

such as tide-water regions of the Gulf country.

The average income f such natural marsh land. is 48

to 410 more per acre than general farming on land bordering

these marshes. Under the best ponditions it is believed

that this marsh land will yield an income averaging $100 an

acre.

When carried on ,t its b:st, fur farmed pelts are usu-

ally superior to the wild. bee use the animal has been well

fed and cared for. The ore pelt is t.,ALe, troll the animal

which be not marred Its coat in fighting nor by living in

brush. 8Lme folk retest the use of wild pelts beceuse of

the .Lethods ,f trapping used to catch the animA..s. These

people will use fur farmed oelts. But of courr.e oe wonders

how ofte it is ,*,sEible to obtain the facts.
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gARkEl iRIOES

Market prices are governed.by the law of supply and

demand and the grade of the pelt. Ve pelt is judged as to

the quality of the under fur and top hair, the color of the

pelage and the generCi appearance of the fur; the skin is

judged as to its color. Defects may be due to shot holes

trap tears, merke from fighting, or improper method. in skin,.

Well stretohed and cased skins grade higher than

those poorly prepared.

The grader also learns to recognize the differences

in value due to the locality from which the skin came. Gen

erally, pelts obtained in the far north are superior to

those from warmer regions. Muekrats are an exception. The

finest skunks -.re found in Ohio. Foxes from the far north

are finer and fuller furred than those from the SUtes.

The following tables may be of -iterest since they re

present such extremes in value.
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SHIi&ENT3 OF HUDSON'S BAY CC. AND LAMPSON AND CO.

HudsiflA Bay Co.

Badger .

Beaver -

Fisher

Fox, red - -

fcx,white

fox, silver

1,105

74,482

. 5,182

s0,00 7,371

10,292

613

2,001

100,721

d,186

7,644

4,333

603

12,758

23,070

2,422

96,395

12,743

956

Lynx and lynx oat - - 11,634 15,661 8,100

Marten - .. .179,27F 61,782 27,561

Mink k.11516 62,760 121,619

Musquash 258,791 503,948 3,861,010

River Otter 13,740 9,825 14,403

Sea Otter - - 290 11 81

Rabbit - - ... - 90,937 48,291

Raccoon . - - - 1,798 1,632 312,720

Seal, fur - ..... - 36 1,427 15,183

Seal, hair - - 5,263 3,743 1,540

Stunk . - 11,319 2,331 863,638

7,576 1,608 53,105

Wolverine - - - - - - 1,142 1,052 1,741
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lilipse at some of the old priOe liet2, showing the

value of 4:elts in earlier d_ys, discloses how the fur ..,rt.et

has gone up.

John G. Hayes of Portland, Maine, paid a bill March 4,

1873 as follows:

2 Fox, No, 1,- at A'2.00 $4.00

1 &i No. 1, Small - - 3.50

1 Mink, No. 1, Medium . 4.00

1 Mink, Bo. 1, Large, dark . 5.1)

2 Coon, No. 1, - . .75 1.50

2 Coon, No 2, .50 1.00

II Rats, No. 1, .18 1.98

6 litts, O. 1, Small ... .10. .60

2 Rats, No. Kits .05 .10

Another price list:

Mr. X. J. Wood, bought of L. D Halsted, Coldwater,

Michigan on January 3, 1885.

Five sacks ado bales.

3B1 .

4 Common Cat - .. .

1 Sampson Fox

at $ .20

.10

4 .60

.40

.30

14 No. 1 Coon.

8 No. 1 Ord. Coon

42 No. 2 Coon .

50 No. 3 Coon. 0. it. so

20 No. 4 Coon .

.

41* 40* 440 16

.80

.65

.40

.25

.10.

11.20

5.20

16.80

12.50

2.00



31 NO. 4 Small Coon . 4. .05 41.55

W. W. Hubbard. of onroe Co, pany, New York, has per-

mitted Mr. Harding to use the following bill for furs tat

he sold to O. A. Gunther's sons in 1887.

.

80 kuskrate, 2 fall at 4 .11 48.80

30 Muskrats, Lite .63 18.90

74 "link, 1 Q&$Ø. 1.25 2.50

18 Skunk, 1 brown and wooly 4.- 1.03 18.00

55 Skunk, 2 cased .75 .41.25.

33 Skunk, 3 cased = = .40 13.20

27 Skunk, 4 Cased .20 5.40

4 Skunk, scabs . w .03 .12

2 Mink, 1 . .60 1.20

1 Mink, 2 .40

2 Mink, scabs .10 .20

3 Red Fox, 1 . 1.25 3.75

6 Coon, 1 ** 6* 16* 461 .80 4.80

6 Coon, 2 .40 2.40

5 Coon, 3 . .20 1.00

9 Coon, scabs .06 .54
419.94

Liebes /fur Company of the Coast cities quotes the

following prices for March 19.9. It is iriterestiu to

note tht the coinpany specifies this rice list is for furs

legally taken.
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Badger,
heavy,. full
furred
Ermine and
White Wea-
sel
Lynx Oat,
heavy fur-
red
Lynx, or-
dinary
House, Cats
Wolverine,
dark
Lynx,
heavy fur-
red
Marten,

Alaska
" British
Col4

O Brown
0

" Ore; and

23

Ixtra Large
NO.1

Medium Small Smallest
No.4

$ 40 q4 $30 00 20,00 $10.00 00 $5.00 w ,25

3.00 2.00 2.00 1,50 1.00

aisca 15.00 10.00 6.00 5400 p 00 426

Wpsh: Pine
Fox, Ore.

and Wash.

5.00 4.00

.Q9125.uu 20.00

50.00 40.00

70.00 50'00

45.00 35.00
35.00 25.00
20400 15.30

3.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 25

20.00 15.00 15.00 5.00 50

brown
e30.o,..) 20.30 20/D.1S15.00 1400

40.00 50.00

25.03 15.00
25400 1240
10.00 8400

00 15.00 1450

3,0 00 10. 1400
1200.10.00 1401
8.00 6-3i e25

O Silver 300-3and down as to beauty
O Blue 150.00and down as to beauty, size
White 65.30 .45.00 35.00 25.00 30.,00 25.00 10.00

a Alaska, 53.00' 40.00 30.00 20.0) 20.30 15.00 .50

Beaver 30.00 25.00 16.00 11.00 11.00 5.00 2.00
nits

Otter, River 27.50 22450 16.00 12.00 10.00 8.0a 1.00
Raccoon 10.00 8.00 6.30 4.00 4.00, 3.30 .50
kuskrat 1175 1425 490 470 .70 440-. *20
Skunk,

Blaok 4.50 4.00 3450 3-00 2.50 2.00
" Short 4.00 3450 3.00 2.50 2.50 2.00
O Narrow 3,00 2.50
" Broad 1.25 1.00

Ling, dark 20.00 lii.00
" ordinary 15.00 12.00

2.00 1.53 14.0 1.00
.75 .25

16.00 14. 14. 12.00 .75
10.00 8.30 8.00 5.00 ,50
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STRUCTURE 0? FUR

A pelt is the covering of an animal, and is composed of

the skin and the pelage, which is i.mown as wool hair or fur.

The pelt serves a protection, and a seasetory organ.

The skin is composed of the cuter layer, called epi-

dermis, the under part, which is the true ssin, called

corium. The under portion of the corium is thick ..ad liken-

ed to buactles of white interlacing connective tissue. The

corium, includes the ft glands, sweat glands and hair roots.

It is attached to the body with a net-work of tissue, often

filled with fat cells. When the pit is dressed this fat is

removed during the Nfleshi.g" opsration.

Tice pelage may cocisist of two kitds of fur. The long,

stiff, corse, straight hair 1.0 ,,nown as the top hair, guard

hair, or over hlr. The shorter, softer, finer under fur is

the under wool or under hair. This may be like soft hair,

or woolly in texture.

The under fur protects the animal from the cold; the

top hair keeps the under wool from matting. The over hair

is in some cases of major import6.nce since the value cf the

fur depends on it.

Examined under a high-powered leas, the pelste looks

rough s:nd scaly. Such serrations occur in some degree on

all furs. They are :()-t of the same size or sAacir gs on xll
species. The luster of the fur depends upon the smoothness

of the hair and under wool. Since light reflects better
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from a smooth surface, smooth hair appears more lustrous.

If the hair is rough the light_ rays brozens. and the hair

does not seem to possess luster.

Fur is similar to wool in its reaction to chemicals.

Knowing th:t many furs eye obtained from the sheep family,

one can understand why wool tests on cloth may react as they

do on so2ie furs.

Dilute acids have very little effect on the hair. Al -

kalis will attack the 'flair and may roughen it. Sulphurous

acid may bleach the color. One should therefore avoid us-

in chemicals on furs Dor cleansing or for any other pur-

pose.
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HISTORY OF FUR DRESSING

The erly beeinuings of fur dressing are obscure.

While xe no thet man's first coveriag coasieted of fur,

very little been recoreed of his furcraft. Bits of

facts 'nave to be pieced together, and the imag-iation of the

reader must supely tee rest.

The earliest use of furs consisted in skin. 4ng the fur,

stretching and drying it, then weerine it with the pelage

next to the body. These furs were stiff and harsh and were

neither comfortable nor beautiful es we judge furs.

During, these earliest historic ages, women dressed the

furs brought in by the men. Through aceident or the trial

and error method women leereed that leather beoeme were pli

able and soft if it was dulled and stretched as it was dry

ink,. They erobably used shells or sharp edeed stones to

"flesh" the se ins.

Fre and there in the classics end the Bible Le found

references to furs. For example, "Ram's skins dyed red and

badgers' skins were among the covering of the tabor axle in

the wilderness." *Unto Adam aed to his wife did tae Lord

God. make coats of sein,and clothe them."

Sometime during these dim past centuries the early

methods of dressing skins were developed. Probebly the first

method of tanning consisted in ruboing fats or oils ieto the

flesh side of the skin. Brains or milk were used for this

purpose; Chamois dressing today is carried on in a similar
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manner; i.e., "oil dressed."

The Eskimos and Indians of the Yuxon country and north-

ern Al:J,sks still use the olden process of chewing the oiled

seine to stretch and ten them. (I have lether that was

tanned in tnis aanner by the Moose Hide Tribe, south of Davi-

son, Y. T.)

Salt wLs found to act as a preservative to the leather,

then alum was added, giving the fundamental process th.t has

come down through the 2gee. The !aluta" (alum leather) of

the Romens is thought to , been dressed with s lt and

alum.

The sway women found, again we can only guess how,

furs dressed in bare or nut water were soft and pli-

able. These early craftswomen did not ,now that they were

originating the process of tanning to prevent leather from

putrefying. They used the barks and nuts of the oak, sumac,

pine, alder, and acacia and carried on their task to a

l_sting process. Austin says that the Orientals used nut-

gall, the Occidtals had,cek-tan, and the Saracens employed

alum in their tanning. This process of using vegetable tan-

nin has been the only one until the advent of the recent

chemical agents.

Records of old civilizations anteuating the Christian

era suggest tht furs were used as ornaments by the rich and

the nobles.

The use of furs and the trading in furs is thought to
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have been well estebliahed about 700 A.D. It is amusing to

find that in the 10th century moralists condemned the use of

furs as "most outrageous and ruinous."

By this time fur cloaks or fur-lined cloaks were used

by the royalty. Peterson quoted a record to the effect that

"in 1251 in the account of :taster Robes to Louis IX of

Trance, there is .a charge for an en.ine lining for n sur-

coat, in which 340 ermines were used for the body of the

garment, 60 for the sleeves and 336 for the frock." It is

related that "one King John had two suits trimmed with 670

Marten skins, while 10,000 Marten were used in the produc-

tion of five mantles and five overcoats for his son." Said

King John's gradson had 2790 ermine in his robe. It nay be

an indication of the extravagance of that period that ermine

in lots of 50 sold :t the equivalent of $24.00 per snin.

Pliny cedite Tycheos of Boetius, a Greek, as being the

oldest known tanner. Pliny regarded him as the discoverer

of tannins and their uee it tanning furs.

"The industry of fur nressing gained recognition in

1182 under Philip Augustus, of Trance, who granted favor.

able concessions to.a guild or 'corps' or fur men, placing

them on an equal basis with drapers, grocers, mercers, hat-

ters and goldsmiths. For a time tne fur industry flourish-

ed so that it assumed a place of leadership among the six."

The Parisian "corps' was at its height of influence

from the 12th to the 14th centuries. In 1292 A.D. its mem-
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bership was 214, in 130J A.D. it w4as 344. From the 14th

century on, silks and velvets and linens came in and re-

placed furs. Then the fur dressers "corps" lost its posi-

tion of power and preetige until in 1620 the membership bad

dwindled to 30.

Edward III of Tngland restricted the fur dressers of

London by various lesuree. The King's decree in 1336 *for-

bade the we,ring of furs by any excet meff.bers of the royal

family, prelates, e-;r1s barons, Knights and ladies and oth-

er persons with an income not lees than 100 pounds per .71.1-

nu,11."

From 1400 to about 1550 the furriers trade of dressing

was quite paseive, owig to a limited supply of raw furs,

high costs which only the wealthy could pay, and to sump-

tuary edicts against the general use of furs. During this

time furs were used largely for trimmings.

OnAugust-27,_l925 the Furriers Guild of Leipei

(Leipsiser lwerschner inning) celebrated its 5:72Dth annivers-

ary. This is o_e of the first guilds formed. after the dark

When history neglects the story of furriers. *It

forces one to a realizatio tht Leipsig was the cradle of

the world's fur industry. It as here in 1425 thet the

first guildsmen formed their trade body for the protection

and development of their craft. It is hard to realize that

503 years ago, these craftsmen were handling, dressing.*

treating and manufacturing fur skins, and that fine Russian



sable, ermine, sea otter, wolf and fox and bear were won,

exclusively by the members of the various royal families,

the nobility and the milit.;ry." The fur labor unions of

today owe much of their skill and success to their guild

predecessors.

When the North American continent was discovered with

its wealth of furs, the history of furs changes from one of

luxury to one of utility for folk of middle classes.

It is not any years since science has been called to

aid the fur dresser. Today the fur dresser can turn out the

seine in from one to two d.ys, wheras in olden days the tan

ning ,..irocees required from two to six weeks. These modern

processes have of course had to be developed carefully. The

resume of tanning and dyeing processes in the next section

is intended to state the .f...cts thnt any consumer of furs

should familiarize herE,P4.f with before ?urchasing expensive

furs.
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FUR TANNING AND DREESING.

relts .re skinned from the animals and are prepered

'flat o or ncacedo for shipmeat. Flat sins .re obtained by

slitting the sin down the belly and round the feet and head

Tae sins are fasteaed to a loop or board, which permits a

slight stretching They are then dried in the trapper's

cabin or out of doors until ready for shipment. The beet

skins are dried in the shade in fresh ir. Smoky air, arti-

ficial heat and sunlight tend to dry the 8'44;1 until it 'oe-

co.aee nard or scorched. The drying room should al o be free

from fumes from salt and alum.

Case drying consists in slitting the skin fro a one hind

foot to the other, and drawing the pelt off the body intact,

as a glove is pulled off the hand. These skins aae placed

on frames which stretch ad hold them in place while they

are drying. The pelts of most animals are cased flesh side

out. A few are cased fur side in until partly dry, then

turned fur side out to c:mpiete drying. These case-dried

skins are kept i,tact,through the dressiag proces_es, unless

there is a e,ecifio ne d for slitting them open.

It is common for fur dressing firms to work with one

group of furs. The pelts fro:a domestic aaimals, including

Sheep species, wild sheep and goats, have to ,e handled in

a somewhat similar manaer. The other group includes the

wild s,ecies. The life habits divide animals ilto carnivor-

ous arid herbivarous groups. The pelts of these two groups
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are not elie, either in leather or far. Consequently some

what different eethods of tanning and dressine are involved

in preparing these two groups of pelts for tae market.

peaminie or scraiAnk.. felts when received from the

trapper have flesh and fat adhering to the flesh side of the

sein, in addition to being soiled or perhaps blood stained.

Beaming coesists in scraping the skin so that the under side

of the skin is smooth and free from the ft and flesh.

$ofteeinie. The skins have to be thoroughly moistened

in order_ to softefl the eein preparatory tc tanuieg, The

putrefaction of the skin was arrested when it was dried.

Zhen the skin is moistened the process is renewed.- Conse

quently the moiste-ing and softenitig must be stopped at the

right time, lest putrefection continue until it causes die

integration. Sieple chemicals suo as borax, formic acid or

salt may be used in the water for the "softening." efter

softening the pelts are aced in a "trempieg" machine which

works the pelts until the skin is softened sufficieetly.

Then they are rescraped with a blunt beaming knife.

Cleanin, pelts are cleaned at this stage by drumming

with dry aawdust, er washing in soap and eater. lhey must

ue thoroughly rinsed, because if any of the cleansing egents

were left on the pelt they would dull the luster of the fur.

Rinsing is followed by drying in centrifugal machines.

Fieshiefe. This process consists in "handscraeing" the

finer skins, to remove the layers of fat and flesh that lie
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next to the corium* It is a task requiring skilled labor,

for the evenness and smoothness of the leather depends upon

this scraping. Larger or coarser skins are "machine flesh-

ed," but the fine, delicate smaller pelts are not satisfact-

ory unless *hand. fleshed."

TaL;Aing.ie preparing a raw sin so that the product is

a soft flexible leather free from putrefotion. Fur tanning

has to be done in a manner that produces good leather with-

out injury to the appearance or texture of the fur. All

tanning processes are evolved from the simple methods used

by primitive women.

The tanner must know whether the pelt is to be used

natural, blended or dyed, in order to use the proper tanning

which permits successful dyeing.

zany methods of tanning are in use, these comprising

vegetable, mineral, oil and combination proceses. If one

is interested in the details ad chemistry of this sub3ect

read Austin, "Fur Dressing and Fur Dyeing" Chapter V.

When choosing the method of trnuing for a given pelt,

several factors are .L.vived. The nature of the pelt,

whether it is weak or strong., thick or thin, coarse or fine,

or to be used natural or dyed. The labor and time required

for tanning and the cost of the chemicals used in tanriLE

ad dyeiAg are fretors which influence the market price of

pelts for the producer and the consumer.

8Lins of the same species do not react eactly alike



*hen tanned. There is a variation in the shrine ad

1lity of the leather. This may be due to a slight diff-

erence in the tanning, or to some stifle being more greasy

than others.

Tanners have carried on many series of ex.periments to

determine which of the many tanning procesE:es gives the

finest results with:the lowest economic costs.

Albrecht cautions his patrons that there is consider-

able risk incurred when a patron sends in green pelts to be

tanied. He finds th:.t on the average one out of evey fit-

teen green ,:elts sent to him is worthless after tan' Jag.

This is due to the pelt being improperly dried after sLian-

ing, .e a result of whic, it is grease-burned or tainted.

This injury, 'blob cannot be detected until after tanning,

rests in the leather being stiff and harsh, '.:nd the fur

IsliJs" or comes off. Another St. 1,1 tan .er told of

dressing one lot of twelve Beaver sins, all of which were

worthless, owing to the sliping. The owner of the pelt of

course loses his welt and the costs of tanniag. Generally

speaking, therefore, it is wiser to pay a little more for a

pelt that is dressed and tLown to be in good condition than

to gamble with green skins.

prying. In olden times a few eitins were placed on

racks in a loft and allowed to dry slowly, being turned and

stretched ne needed. Today large drying rooms filled with

r cks re used. These hve forced air currents and a con-
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trolled tempersture to fscilitste the drying process.

Pars can se ruined if the lesther is not properly

dried. The essentisls for good drying are proper tesisers

ture and the uniformity and rapidity with which the process

is accomplished. The modern drying is comdieted in from 6

to 24 hours.

If furs are not dried euccessfully, they are stiff and

harsh and they crackle or eve seel and crack. 'kelldried

furs :re soft and flexible ad have a agood feel."

Cilini. After drying, if the sSins h.ve riot been pre

viously oiled, butter oil or f t i worked into the flesh

side of the leather. Only the best cmdes of fat are used

for this casing. The oil coats the fibers of the corium

with a thin layer of f-it. This action increases the re

sistance of the skis to water, and makes it soft and more

pliable.

Leatherin,i 92 Aiwa-4. The leather of the pelt is now

resay for the etasing, which consists in stretching asd

drswing the ssis side of the pelt over a dull blade. This

increases tie flexibility asd softness of the leather, re

moves any traces of stiffness or harshness, ssd gives the

resilient quality so desirable in the leather of welldress

ed furs.

Cased sSias have to be leathered on an especially pre

s red apparatus. 'Sse assay. on this casing machine, can

stretch s many as e100 skins jay or stretch and turn



4,000 to 5,03) skins a day.

Polgbienisi Seating.. Since the fur of the pelt is

matted and packed efter these tanning drocesses, it must be

combed and brushed to restore it to its former conditioc.

This is accomplished by hand, os the rare furs; otherwise it

is machine process. Durine, this beating and combing, all

foreign aatter each as dust, d:adruff or bits of vegetation

are removed, thus making the far more hygienic and clean.

Drum Cleaning. This is accomplished by machinery. The

pelts re 4?ced in a revolvi drupa with a fine quality of

hardwood c--,-dest. Sometimes ohmicals are added to improVe

the color. The furs are driusraed fres two to several hours.

After the sawdust is removed from the pelts, the fur is

found to save a gloss and luster. Ali traces of the preear

ing processes have bee- reeved, and the ,Jelts are re dy for

specific processes.

Pluckin4:. end Detairisg. Beavers, otters and nutria

have stiff, coarse top hairs that must be removed because

they detr_ct from the appearance of the fur. In by-gone

days the plucking was done el.tirely by hand, but this is too

expensive a process for modern business. odern methods in-

volve the use of new machinery. The skins are carefully

Prepared and then sent to the *pickers.* The ssis is sub-

jected to heat until the guard lairs can be esily removed.

This operation is accossliehee with the aid of the picsing

knife and pieces of rubeer similar to hosiqs plasced over the



thumb. Plucking the hair between the rubber ana the knife

is easy though tedious. The soft downy under fur remains.

In the case of the seal, the roots of the guard hairs are

destroyed by the action of the ohemicals applied to the skin

side. The roots of the fur hair are not affected. This ob

viates the need for the usual pluoking.

Cheaper furs are eheared to remove the ends of the

guard hairs and to 1:Jroduce a:n even surface on the fur. One

can detect the method used by lo_king into the fur. Pluck

ed fur does not have shiny ends A. guard hair showinG, as

the Sheared fur does.
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FUR DTEING.

Naturally one asks, *Why should furs be dyedi Furs are

attractive in their natural colorings, why change theml"

The answer is compiex, because there are various juetifica

tions for the dyeing.

In the eerliest -times, dyeing was used to conceal poor

or faulty color--in other words to cover a defect. Evident

ly this w s common during or before the 14th century, if the

practice is to be judged by the verse of Sebastian Braut, a

German satirist.

*Man kami y etzt alles Pelzwerk F..rben,

Und tut es Guf das schlechate gerben."

Leipsig claims to be the oldest established dressing

and dyeing center in Europe, dating back to 1850. The name

*dyers" is rarely ever mentioned in the literature of the

intervening years. This may be due to the royal decrees

prohibiting fur dyeing. Such decrees probably resulted from

dyed furs being sold as natural, and of course the deception

offended the royalty and the wealthy of that day. Probably

these decrees caused fur dyers to c:: rry on. their work in

hidden sops, and kept the men from being known by their

rightful guild name.

The formulae for seal dyeing were the London dyers,

secret until 1882. At that time a British seal dyer was

brought into Germany, as this speci.A.ist inaugurated the

seal dyeing industry of Germany. By 1861 the Leipsig dyers
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were using biace dyes on lame seine, brown ayes were intro

duced by 1681, and the 3ielitz method for Aleska seals was

perfected about this time. Rabbit dyeing had become well

established by 1870. The patents for rabbit dyeing belonged

to the French until then.

,.::lending, is said to be of Russian origin but was intro

duced and used in Germany by 1b90.

Practically 90 per cent of the skins on the market to

day would not be in popular demand if it were not for the

dyers' art. Skins th t were valueless in the fur trade ten

years ago are now ayeC so the t they re more eesirable dyed

thee when natural. Formerly but ten to fifteen eer cent of

the nutria catch could ue used for furs; the remainder was

consumed for hatter's fur. Today 90 per ce t of the nutria

is used natural or dyed for fur. This is the result of

finding dyes which give the beaver color when applied to

nutria.

"Hudson seal" w ich is dyed eestrat, is anther ex .male

of what the dyer'e skill has accomplished. even Southern

tops re now dyed Hudson seal. Methods five also been per

fected for oyeine mole, hare, squirrel, susliei, muskrat, or

fox any desired shade found oe a color card. The Federal

Dyeing Plant has turned out 102 colors of mole shin, ranging

from yellow, orange, blues, browns, to reds and rose colors.

There are certain furs that are always dyed, and are

known to the public as dyed furs. Seal is always dyed.
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Formerly the 'seal" color alone was used; today it is also

found in black and lovely browns. Certain lamb skins such

s eersian, Astrachan and Caracul are always ciyed, because

the natural color is rusty or greyish. These two instL:nces

Illustrate how dyes are used to improve color, not to con-

ceal faulty color.

The fur industry has furnished a good ex:Alple of Gre-

sham's law, that the cheaper replaces the more expensive,

and that cheap things in turn become expensive when the de-

mand for them increases.

Fitch was not used extensively until Kolinsky, which

had been used to imitate Sable, became expensive. Today

Fitch is classed with precious furs. The SuslLi was not

valued until an imitation of silver Fitch on Susliki brought

it into the class of high-priced furs.

Squirrel formerly h1:d to be dyed a dark Sable, and this

had to oe accomoiished on full-hired light Russian sins.

All Squirrel can now be dyed for use in perfect imitation of

Russian Sable. Today practically all Squirrel can be used,

whereas only about 20 per cent of the pelts could ones be

used by furriers.

Aother reason for fur dyeing is to provide uniform

coloring, making it possible to match skins more quickly and

easily. Usually this is done for the smallest ski:ls, such

as mole, because it requires so much tiree and labor to match

them in lots of hundreds.
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Fur fashions dew.i.nd a greater variation in fur coloring

than Nature )rovides, So the dyer accedes to the whims of

fashion ad produces novel phantastics bizarre, or populr

shades, very few of which rearlin on the market.

Fur dyeing is the most difficult, of all the divisions

of dyeing because the dyeing must be Accomplished without

injuring the leather and hair, Hot dyes cannot oe used,

100°F. being the highest- telperature th t should be used.

If the dye is too hot it burns or shrivels the leather or

singes the hairs Since the leather usually abeorbe the dye

more readily than the fur, this becomes an economic factor

in the costs of dyeing.

The hair or fur on pelts is not all ali4e4 Each spe

cies of fur has a different kind of hair, tven pelts in one

species are not just alike owing to natural difference s in

the pelts s The under hair and top hair do not have the same

reaction toward dyes s Some pelts have many values of color

ranging down their backt which presents another ,4voblem for

the dyers In spite of this the dyer must produce a uniform

ly dyed product. The dyer has to use chemic2as that will

not injure the luster ard gloss of the to, under hairs.

Dyeing must not affect the flexibility and softness of the

leather nor cause it to lo ,e its none-2utrefactive charaoter.

Dyed furs must also possess fastness to light, they

must not fade ;.,s they grow old. and the dye must not rub or

wer off, Dyed for has ',-.ssumed such Ln important place in
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the fur industry that they ere equally in demand with the

matural furs.

14U and Brush peeleg. The two princiele methods of fur

dyeing are the die and the brush process. The chemist who is

developing fur dyes makes use of a miseroscope. A careful

study is made, under the high-powered lens, of the ehysicel

charact,ristice of the under and top hairs. This show a

structure that will ie_e to a new treatment, possible open-

ing a new market for fur and for the furriers.

Pelts are sorted. Then they are "killed" by the dip or

brush methods, which mekes the hair ,more susceptible to the

dye bath, followed by moreantieE which fixes the dye on the

hAs. These processes ere thee followed bj dyeing.

Brush dyeing is the older of the two methods. In the

olden days the dyers were afraid to dye the leather, for

fear of injuring its quality, 'so they developed the system

of applying dye to the fur oely. This was done with dye.

pastes, or brushes, and the color was applied to the tips of

the hair, until it eenetrated the desired depth. This was a

slow, tedious effort. BrUsh dyeing is now accomplished with

machines on t e cheap seine.

'Alter some inquisitive dyer tried to dip or vat-dye a

pelt by imeersing it in a dye bath. Good colors were ob-

tained, but the texture of the leather a.s affected. Ex-

perimentation has resulted in new formulae for tanniag,

which if used with proper dyes produce the desired color and
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leather.

Brush dyeing and dip dyeing re ueed together and as

such the process is called combination dyeing. In combina-

tion dyeing the seie is given a dip-dye in light colors, and

the derter shading is produced by brush dyeing. Imitation

Sable dyed oe Kolinsky is ae example cf this method where

the light dye bath is given, thee the stripieg is brushed on

to produce the characteristic warkiegs.

SleedinK is done for the purpose of obtaining the de-

sired color. It consists ie lightly brushieg dye on, .withe

out actually dyeing the top hair. It is used on furs pre-

pared for imitation of better grades of fur. Hudson Bay

Sable, Baum Itiertin and Minks often neve poor color and are

made very desirable 'thee blended.

Rare, precious skins are given individual attention

and no two pelts need just the same treatment.

When the desired color is ebtained the furs are washed,

hyeroextracted , d dried. The skins are redrumwed in saw-

dest to remove the excess tie, to clean the hair, and to

soften the leather. After, stretchleg* the furs are ready to

be shipped for menufacturing.

kkAagg*a. The vogue for light colors has caused the

fur-dyer to attempt bleachie,g the seine. ieeftus have been

perfected for removing all the color from clerk swine, even

beach without injury to the fur or leather. Probably if

the layman knew the whole story, he could tell cf the black
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fox that is white, the black bear sold as a white polar

bear, or a red fox converted into a white fox, Truly the

time has come when a leopard den change his spots in the fur

dyer's shop.

The various bleaching metbods are said to chi:e' e the

coloring of the hair, into a colorless compound, the bleach

therefore being permanent. Furc called white are usually a

creamy or yellowish color. These ere ofte- bleched, then

dipped in a "bluing" both to produce the desired blue ehite.

Such furs are bruneeed with talc or gypsum.

It is customary to peece an indelible vt111 the skin

of each pelt bearing the eame of the firm which dressed and

dyed it. One who is buying pelts* scen comes to enow tb&t

certain names are a guarantee of quality in this field of

industry, even ee is true in the textile industry.

Dyes. Until some thirtyfive yers.ago, Vegeteble dyes

exclusively were used in the furdyer's establishents.

Wood dyes is general term given to indicate the dyes that

ere obtained from bark or wood of certaie trees. Nev dyes

were mede available to Zurcle efter the discoe very ofekeerica.

Logwood and Brazil wood became two of the eest important

woods used. Other wood barks that are still oeing used are

gallnuts, eumach, autch, fustic and acacia.

The abundance of analine dye is one economic factor

that helps to keep even cheap fur# within the budget of the

average women. Perkins obtained the first synthetic coale
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tar dye in 1856, but analine dyes were not gene7ely used on

furs until the late nineties. The Aealine Black As perhaps

the most im,ortant of the mineral dyed. It is so strong

that it has to be applied wite the °rash because the aye

destroys the leather. After the brush dyei4, the fur is

dip-dyed in to wood to give brilliancy a. .d luster obareotere

istic of logwoed.

The 'story of analine dyes and furs cce rises a recital

of succesces and feilures of some thirty-five yecrs duietion

Petience, eersisteece, science, ana the late Ter live com-

bined to develop the industry in this country. It is recog-

nized that the United States is producing the fieest dyed

furs that own be obtaieedfor comeierce.

?oir211.11. The Silver Fox is known for the silver tip-

ped guard hairs, and is valued in proeortic to the spacing

and number of these silver ties. Imitatione of the silver

fox are legion owing to 'pointing." This co. sicts in in-

serting and gluing white hairs into the blase pelt, Pkent-

ing is also done with-en electric process that drives the

root of the white hair into the leather, This method pro-

duces a fur thet is not advertised-as an imitation. The

process is expensive, so oee need not expect to find the fur

cheap. Badger and oppossum top hairs are generally used for

pointing.

Rftee.iring Imeerfectionso After the pelts re dreseed,

they are examined for in erfe tioLs. These nn g' consist of
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shot holes, scratches, scars, or any other defect. If the

bieuish is small, a long narrow dart is cut removiee the im-

eerfection, then the slit is sewed together, the sein is

moistened and stretched out smoothly to dry. Very few pelts

are free fre slight imeerfectioas, and a pelt is not graded

down too severely for such diuor aefects.

-eletchinii. After dressing aen dyeing is completed, the

furs _re greaed, or riltched. Since no two st,ins are iden-

tical, the eroelem is to try and metch the pelts in size,

quality of leather, texture of fur, color and luster of the

fur and for habitt.

Usually these Lars are strueg together, and kept until

in the designing room. Small pelts after matching

are made ito bundles or striegs, of S), 1)), or 5)0. and

are sold in lots instead of singly as the larger pelts ,,re

sold.

Much responsibility iv entailed in °matching," Graders

and sorters re among the best paid men in the fur industry

because these men acquire their sir ill through years of ex-

perience.

Desieaine. Skilled artists in fur desieel g are employ-

ed by the iaaastry. These designers ere abreast of tne

fe.snions, k-ow their furs, and are able to originate styles.

Designs for exeensive models are worked oet with sketches or

water colore. Sometimes cheap fur ie used ,s a medium for

working out 4 d.:64,11 to be embouied in exeensive fur later
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on.

The designer has a manila paper or cloth foundation

pattern. This is spread out and the pelts are laid on to

the pattern. The size of the pelt, the texture of the fur,

its color and merkiegs are utilized in producing the design.

The fur is cut, tacked together, and given to the stitcher.

The designer ,ad cutter must know the qualities of the

leather they are haedliug, so that they can calculate the

"stretch" that will be preset when the garment is blocked

out end compeeted. They also have to provide for shrinkage

in case it is eecest,ry s a fitliag measure or for other

eurposcs. Small furs nave to ee used in designs 'Lich util-

ize the seams 's a part of the design. hole or squirrel

skies are notable examples of this problem.

21:2221.1o Many pelts, such as the Mertens, Sables and

have a natural darter coloring or marking down the

back. When working these sins 4.t, often becomes necesssry

to lengthen them. Seams m,de by joining the pelts and to

end result in ridges aad destroy the beauty of the work-

manship. The skin that needs to be lengthened is therefore

"let out" of dropped by cutting a W across the pelts. The

edges of each V are drawn together and stitched for an inch,

then the two part are sewn together and the pelt is length-

eeed try one inch. This is reped.ted until the required length

is obtained. Of course the skin bee_ es narrower ,s a re-

sult of dropping. An immense unt of work is entailed in
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dropping a skin, and of necessity this adds to the cost of

the garment. This is the only sstisfactory way to preserve

the natural stripes and yet chh.nge t e shape of the skin.

Many of the chokers and scarfs are dropped to w.ke them

long enough. Two pelts can be joined without the piecing

showing, when this is doe as a part of dropping.

erg a2cA11-1. The designer and cutter depend

upon the seamstres to follow their directio.,s in stitching

the pelts together. Formerly this was all hand work; it

still is in Europe and Asia. The Americans ;..re using power

maohues. 71::cd-sewn furs fr,:la abroad are maohire stitched

in the Americsn Shops to provide the necessary strength.

The pattern for the garment. is chalked on to a flat

blocking board. The sewn fur is then placed, fur side down,

and is tacked to fit the pattern. The leather has to be

dampened, so that it may be stretched or shrunk when drying..

If the designer has erred in judging his leathers, the

shrunken part may become thick and clumsy. If stretched too

much, the fur is thinner than on other psrts of the pelt.

joining and Taping. After blocking, the fur is removed

from the board and the .seams are joi:.ed.; the sleeves, fae-

ings and collar are set in plce and sewn to6ether.

Tape is basted over seams that may need reinforcement.

Crinoline or muslin is sometimes used to reinforce the en-

tire garment. This is tacked corefully to hold it IL, ..osi-

tion to afford the stregth.
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Edges of collars, fecings and hems are usually taped

before the eene is turned under. This also provides great-.

er strength. These steps in manufacturing are often omitted

in the cheaper lure, and constitute one reason for the furs

givin, suci. poor service.

Reliable merchants will caution their customers against

the probability of rips or breaks occurring. This is not a

sign of inferior fur, but is due to the seam being too

shallow, or to undue strain.

Linin. The amateur in a fur shop can judge much of

the quality and grade of a garment from the lining. Silks,

satire, brocades and sometimes woolen cloth are used. The

color lirmony may be in contrasts or matching the color of

the fur. One never wishes to have a lining dominate tie fur

Gement.

One should be careful to choose a good lining which

will not have to be replaced too soon.

Interlinings of cotton wadding or outing flannel are

generally used to cenpeal thenseams of the leather and to

give the silk lining a soft, cozy feel.

The garment is then brushed and whipped to remove the

loose hAJb from the seams, and to fluff up the fur. The fur

is rubbed with a damp cloth in the direction of the grain of

the pelage. After it is dry, it.is again whipped and shaken

to restore the light, soft texture, and to remove the glazed

sleek appearance.
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TRUE VERSOS TRALE NAmrs

Centuries hence, historians in deecribing costa :es,

would be justified in calling our present period the "FLIT

Age," owing to the extravagant eed prodigal use of furs for

cements and adornment. The sources of wild fur ere limit

ed, and fur farms cannot provide the variety and numbers of

pelts needed. This excessive demand has brought about a

marked change in the fur markets. Todzy every pelt lee:

aierket velue, even aE wheet has.

Tee science and the art of the mOdern fur gresStr and

menufecturer teve been devoted to the task of making skins

that formerly had no velue into maeterpieces. This meens

that man can tak.e tie most comeion, unattractive skins, dress

them, and provide the conseeer with a good looking roduct.

These processes ere laborious; they necesitate the employ

ment of 'highly s4illed labor, and expensive equiement.

The average consumer does eot keow or fere.about the

eeurce cr fielECing processes used ova the fur. She is in

terested in the style, becomingness, and cost, giving little

thought to the durebility or real velue of her purchase.

This ignorance- and indifference is partly responsible for

the use of substitutes and imitations I:. fere. Some few

folk do know and care about real quality, descriminating

between the genuine and the imitation.

This condition has made it necessary for scrupulous

dealers t erotect the selves from the disreputable fur
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riers. The future of the furrier's business w,s ievolved;

his integrity wso at ete. The National Association of the

Far Industry, oomposed of zee in ell phases of the leeustry,

has adopted nu ethical code, deeitaed to protect the leeiti

mate furrier aed the public. The Netional Association of

the Fur Trade Industry has followed the London Fur Trade

Association with reference to principles of salesmanship and

achertisine.

Mese orgenizetiees are also effected by the recent

=lines of the Federal Trade Comeissions, wiich h_s outlawed

the use of mieleeeing "trede names." In brief the ruling is

is follows:

Resolved:

I. That in order to describe a. fur, ire every c.ee the

correct ueele of the fur muee. Oe the 1 st nethe of the es

crieticn; and if eny dye or blend is use, rimuletine

other fur,fur, the wore "dyed" or "blended" must be inserted be

tween the name sieeifyiee the fur that is simulated, and the

true name of the fur; ,s Sealdyedeouskret" or "Alekdyed

mermot."

II. All furs shaded, blended, tippea, dyed or pointed,

m;st oe eescrebed as such: s, "Bi 0kdyedfox," or "eointed

Fox."

III. When the name of any ooentry or section is used,

it shall ee the eotual country of the origin of the fur, as:

"American Opossum." There the reeme of a country or place. is
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used to desIEnate a color, the fact shall be Indicated, as:

"Sitkadyedfox."

IV. Where goods are sold under a rteistered Trede

Merk,thet trade riiark should not by intent or otherwise,

be capable of misinterpretation by the public. In the case

of trede mares heretofore established in comeon use, the

advertiser ehould inverinble ieJicete by suitable descrip

tive metter, in adeitioe to the trade merk, just what the

fur-is; or better,, the trade merk should be modified so as

to include the descriptive metter."

We recogeize that it is not 110:_ys eoseible to describe

a ier ia terms suffloleetly brief for precticel purposes.

Indeed it is this fact which hs led to the ace of "Trade

Eames* that re freque:tly *Rudeon Seal" pro

perly desoribed would be *Sealdyedeheeredmuskrat.0 We

believe that the term *Sealed edmuskret* will meet all

practical regairemeete, on the prieclele that the object is

to ieform the public what the fur really is, rather than

what processes it has gone through.*

The comsumer should always request the label, stLrting

the true name eee, teede neeme of the fur in question. This

would protect hie, .d enocerege the dealer to comply with

the Interstate Commiseion's ruling.

All grades aid kinds of pelts ere used in a furrier's

businese. *Pointed" fox mey be sold as siever fox, or rab

bit my pass for fur seal. e discession of the use and
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abuse of trio system will best illustrate this aspect of the

industry.

Fur seals had been nearly extermineted, and only the

tieely interference of tee Aeericee European eovernme

prevented their tote' extinction. Lurieg the years th.t

true seal was not available or w s too high priced, substi

tutes were used. This ied to the common and accepted use of

the term Hudson seal, which is the name given to sealdyed

sheeredmuskrats.

Since Hudson seal has become one of the standards of

velue in furs, it is being extensively imitated. The next

step h, s been to use the hare, cony or rabbit, inste d of

muskrat seine, because of tee higher cost and shorle of

the muskrat skins. These others can oe prepared azid sold

cheaper than the Hudson seal, although the ultimate cost is

probably higher.

Hare is the name riven to the European rabbit, which is

elso eeown es couy. Thse pelts have thick fine heir, but

we leether, whereas the muskrat has both goad fur and

strong leather. Garments made of sealdyedsheared-rabbit,

used as imitations of Hudson seal, may oe as attractive in

aepeerance, but are without the lether strength.

It is interesting to note that the so-celled seal is

sold under many names, among them Baltic Seal, Bay Seel,

Buck Seal, Buckskin Seal, Chipped Seal, Coast Seal, French

Seel, Hudson Bay Seal, Le Meuse Seal, Near Seal Wskretine,
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Northern Seal, Electric Seal, Polo Seal, New Zealand Seal,

Polar Seal, Red River Seal, Seal Musouash, Sealette and

Sea line

Nutria, also called coyol, is commonly known as the

South American beaver. The pelt has lovely, full, fine fur

on the belly, though the back is of a poor quality, and it

has weals. leAter. This pelt is often sold as North Amerioan

beaver, or as Nutria-Seal, for seal; Rabbit and hare are

nutria-dyed ,nd shered n-d sold cs ,utriette, Nu Nutria,

and Nutria.

The lowly hare is agin transformed and paraded as

Baltic Slack Fox, Baltic Brown Fox, Baltic Leopard, Baltic

Tier, or French Leopard, The term Baltic White Fox is the

&' roper n: me e,iven to the natural white Cony or Belgian

h-re. Bluette is a term ap,aied to blue-dyed-rabbit and

sold as fox.

Probably the hare and rabbit are more freely used than

other pelts for substitutes bec use the quality of fur per-

mits such varied successful dresirs and dyeings. There

are m0.1 trade ',eines given to these products; some of the

more consistently used are listed ,Ls seal, beaver, lynx,

fox, leop:.rd, chinchilla, errnilete, erminette, cocoalette,

cony L-eal, Jap raobit, leopardine, endoza be-ver, Nu. Nu-

tria, Russian taupe fox, squirrelette, French sable, Galland

souirrel, hair sable, kit fox, Vieconette, Minkony, Moline

and Geller seal.
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The term genet is usec to designate the pelt of a

European animal of that name, also the natural black domes

tic oat skin. Dyed cat ekin now sells better a8 genet. We

find many furs this name on the market, some of which

pass for erm ne, cony, benver or seal..

Longfurred pelts _.re also to be cHnsidered in this

discussion. Again the, consu er is thinking of furs with re

ference to appearance and cost, rather than durability and

suitability and cost. AmericL,!,n Opossum is dressed and dyed,

and the pubiic buys it as Russian Black Martin, Russian

Brown Russian Martin, Russian Skunk Martin, or Russ

ian Stone Martin. The coyote and Wolf are used as fox.

Tice popularity of Persian lamb and caracul has led to

the use of many species of goat and sheep 04iS to supply

tae demnnd. Perhaps the best known of these is the slink

(of the sheep family.) The skins are take:, frnm the still

born lambs or those dying or killed soon after bitbh. These

s ins are dyed, sheared and improperly sold as Americnn

broad tail, or broad tail innub. If dyed grey and blue this

fur is called Krimmer lamb or krimmer. If dyed black it is

improperly cai...ed Persian, Shiraz or Astrachan. True Pers

ian lamb is obtained chiefly from the Larakul sheep, which

is a. native of Bokhara, This lamb has silky, lightly curled

tiA.r, usually black. Afghan and Shiraz and many other spec

ies have a coarser curl and are more wooly.

ykoufflon. as a. trade r me has been established solle
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fifty years to describe certain members_ of the goat tily
4

found in Northern China, Southern Rus!Aa and tIngolia. The

fur is long, heavy and somewhat curly. These pelts are

plucked and dressed, levi% the long, soft, silky under

fur. The ekin is then processed to remove ali curl or wavi-

ness from the hair, The 'ii_oufflon is sold under its trade

,rke and se imitEtiorls. The Thibet, a member of the sheep

f_mily, and the Iceland lamb, also having lo4, fine silky

hir, are processed to remove the curl, then sold as Iceland

fox. If these pelts re exposed to moisture the processing

is lost, and the curl returns to the hair. The inexpensive

so-clied white fox summer scarfs are made from comes under

these three groups of furs.

The little darting squirrel would have difficulty in

recognising the skins of his kin. The white bellies are

sold as ermine. When dyed they are sold as summer ermine,

chinchilla squirrel and sable. Even the squirrel itself is

not free from imitation, for squirrel-dyed-sheared. rabbit is

sold as equirreline and squirrelette.

The time wheL the leopard can change his

spots. The fur dyer takes the pony skin, and the debutante

buys a leopard 004t. Cadfsi,i tee come into its own, since

there t not a suffd.ciet number of pony skive to supply the

demand. This increased use of the calf skin has led to a

shortage of this commodity, which in turn is met by using

sheared cow hides.
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One mi67.ht go on indefinitely showing how the furrier is

attempting to meet the increased demand for furs. One must

admit that the o ce Ignored pelt has its place in the econ-

omic realm of modern living. Dame Fashion will not be de-

nied her furs, and as long as she upholds tnis dexand, the

use of the lowly pelt will be sustained.

The monkey who furnishes ,the fringes of hair for the

grand dameos Paris coat, never sl-el an oriin grinder. His

fur-dom os often usurped by the unromantic and cheaper ani-

mal, the lowly billy goat.

The skin of the gazelle is sc_metilies dyed to imitate

mink, sable, leopard , nd giraffe. Vhile kid skin is often

stenciled or painted to imitate leopard and gira fe, it is

also oyed in an attempt to coy the lizard and fancy pat-

terns.

It is thus app9re-t that in buying furs one should

patronize a reput.ble dealer, from whoa can be learned some-

thing of th real source and qualities of the furs ,purchas-

ed.
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PUROKie$E OkRE OF FURS.

AXeenditur9. Fars may be judged upon the basis of the

amount of satisfaction thet a person my receive from owning

and wearing them. Formerly a mini coat was treasured and

passed down from mother to deughter. Today for the overage

person, a cost is not a life-time investment. It is used

daily, and not kept for state occesions. The fact tht a

fur cot can be repaired and remodeled is an economic fact-

or. When past its use as a garment, parts of the)fur may be

cut and used as trimmings.

a/ WearJ,I1R QWelitv. earing quality is 1 rel. tive

matter ueceuse furs ore not alike and because of differences

in users. Since no two stains are identical, furs have to be

graded; we usually find them sold s first, second, third

and fourtn grades. Obviously the skins of the first grade

shooed give better service th n those ef the feurth grade.

A first-grade skin will be prime, lelleedeessed and dyed, and

hell manufactured, end ahoUld give the service attributed to

this species of fur.

Since the quality of far is determined by the durabil-

ity of the leather, the length and texture of the fur, one

cannot expect firs t, give equal service. The tables Lt the

hee)ing of this section will show the comparative values of

the better known seies.

Inasmuch es the censumer ,.eows what use the Al Aes to

make of her fare, she should ceesult with the furrier con-
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earning her needs. He will advise her s to the furs which

will withstand hard usage, cr give moderate wear, or require

careful h, ndling. He ril. tell her-to buy furs h_ving rath-

er hard stiff hair, if she wants a Service gar-ent, recom-

mending that she choose Alaskan seaiskin, seal- .yed muskrat,

or mink, stunk, doghhin or wolf. Ilccoon, which is normally

a durable fur, will show wear very quickly if used for

motoring; the long guard hair of the raccoon wears off when

const,ntly rubbed pack and forth against the cushions of the

r.

furs which wil modertte wear, unless subjected to

extremely rough usage; include Alaska seal, Civet, Ermine,

kolinsky, Russian calf and AmericDn Opossum. If Lriat,ing

and neck wear furs are considered, many others might oe add.-

ed to this list. Furs thzit are chosen because of their rare

beauty, their scarcity, or beCause of high costs, rcc-,y in-

clude t, -.e more delicate 6tta perishable furs. Oftentimes the

very fragile ch racter of the fur lends charm and beauty.

One should recognize these ftctors when choosing a garment,

and when wearing it 0,e must oc espeCiaily careful to avoid

rubbing or friction ag:3inst the fur. Rats with stiff rit,id

prime will Cut the long, delicate hair of the fur. Fox

scarf are particulf:rly liAely to ce in!ured in this wty. A

scarf worn loosely out the throat will be worn by the

movemeuts of the head. Garments should never be drawn

tithtly for this will cause undue strain on the seams, c:' us-
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in tears or rips ie the 'leather. Of course motoring, es-

peoially driving, sub:jects a cost to ceeetant strain and

friction,

There are so meey pseudo and novelty furs on the market

that eve- experienced furriers will not presume to judge of

their velue other thee to eeelain teet "time will tell." If

a eeyer knows the original fur that hes been modeled, how-

ever, she on judee eomething of the service that that fur

ought to give,

The coL,gnesu ;)fifya. Becoming furs flatter folk

by softeuin the lines ef the face; fare seem to revive the

freshness of the sir by ceecealine the S41.11 shedows. One

Should therefore choose furs that are becoming in color and

texture. The Dresden type would select e fine, softl'silky

fur that Weald harmonize with her eersonelity, In contrast,

the debutante may choose a bold, strieing garment oeceuse

she hes the youth that dares tq carry extremes. The pale,

Colorless -woman should select e fur that will oe becoming to

her complexion, while the white-haired woman should usually

seem the oontrest afforded by blac .. or u dark grey. The

high-colored brunette may use acentrast, such as black !Alarm.

ten, seunk, or mole. A light-haired womae must be cereful

to select a color that will not cause her hair to "fade

out," while a brown-haired person will probably look well in

beaver, stone merten or seble celorings.

Ocior is chosen usually for its pleasing qualities and
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in accordaece with the wearer's teete, not beo .x se f its

we ring velues. It is known, however, that dyed furs do not

have the same weering values found in the same quality when

aeturel; and thht natural furs may fade with ege or exposure

to sunlight.

Furs are also judged by the gloss luster of the

heir. 'fhe fox, w ich hhs the highest luster and the moet

"life" ih the heir, is always preferred. The sheen on the

se:1, the mele or seble appeals to the juke s well es to

the consumer of furs.

The texture of fur affecie to scale decree the luster

anu gloss. Fine, silky hair reflects the high lights better

than coerec, stiff hair. Finer pelts such as fox, merten,

sable, lynx, axed fisher are known for their luster.

The texture is elee a factor governing the class of fur

that differeet tyhes of weme eey weer. Fu s should be se

lected with reference to their eecchiegnees and suitability.

A slenaer, tall 'oath mi.y wisely choose long haired furs,

because the depth and softness of the fur *ill tend to in

crease her apparent size and soften the lines of her face.

She my wear large collars and deep cuffs or e border of

fur -contracting texture and eclor may he used. She is also

fortunate in that she can weer the furs that bhee been work

ed out with horizoet:1 Cr diagcnel patterns.

The short little whman tending toward stoutness must

avoid furs the t will add pounds to her ap,earance meke
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her appear like a brownie. Furs with short hL4r, preferably

those with hair that lies f1t, are suitable for this type

of woman. She should avoid large collrs and deep cuffs,

especLily of contrasting color ur texture. She looks best

in soft, supple furs made up in long unbrokea lines.

The college girl will probably choose her garment for

all around service so she will select quite a servicble

sports model of R&CCOOL, Hudson seal, Caracul, Krimmer or

Muskrat. Fer erandmtherts furs will oe chosen for ele

distinctiveness, charm, beauty and becomingness,

rather the for mere servicability. Probably the mature

woman will wear her coat with gentle care, so thA, she nay

satisfy her lohgings, while the young girl wiL expect to

repet her advntures in buying a. fur mIly times.

I find-furriers to e the most modest class of mer

ch.:_nts. They repeatedly say °I L'elieve this to be--one

rarely 1..rs them s;,,,y "I 4LOW.14 When ;:.s.,:ed aOout t&is, one

Portland merchamt replied, "One may spend a lifetime handl

ing furs, yet hardly begin to AL.C4 them, beceuse no two furs

are alike, and different furs are onstatitly being placed

upo the market. The modern science and art of dressing and

dyeiig IF improving., so that we must keep pace.ft

Knowing this, hoe c,h an untrained consumer expect to

stop into a store, spend a few hours looking at fur aLid make

a. 'beet * choice. I i)w of no class of -:a.lespeople who are

so redy to tell the whole truth bcut their goods if the
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Customer wishes the informstion. They will sid you in every

eosible by giving you facts concerning the source,

monufecturin erocesres and pro., ble durability of the fur.

By considerng the ieitil cost of the g%rment, and the up
keep, one oftentimes finds tht the tocalled *expensive

buy* is the cheaper grment.

Since the public is so, ignorant of fur v3lues, it

should always trade with the reputable fur dealers. '!'ell

estebliehed firms that are keown because of business in

tegrity should be petronlied.

The "fly by .ight* merchant may estsblieh himself in a

shop and conduct an apparently honoreble business, but when

a ceat4 needs *servicing* he is riot there.

Peddlers may a Jae to y ..ur home .r office whispering

tales about a *woederful smug6led b,rgain,* or tell you that

they have been authorized by the "Royal. Siberian Fur Com

pany, Inc." to show you their goods. Often investigstion

will reveal thst they hsve gurchssed their furs, usually

"seconds," free' n uses that are "fly by eights* or are not

reeuteble firma.

2...1 Home frod, your local dealer. He is est.bliehed

in your community and wishes to kee , your trade rd your

good rill. He will therefore give fairer treatment and

cuote more c eservetive prices tten are obtainable in

strer.e cities.

Luelity Jf Furs. The pelts worked up by the American
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fur industry are the eowl or suerlor of any fcreiga.pur-

chavedfurs. The fur industry cf this country can produce

anything that one culd wish to buy.

Tariffs. There are no tariffs on raw furs exoeAing

for the silver fox and blac. fox. These re dutiable at 53

per cent a4 imlorum rL,w or dressed.

Dressed. sins or fur grmente are brought in with 40

per o-nt ad v.lorum tax. This offsets any price advant4ges

wheI -Archases m.de acroad. -One com-leaky hears of the

numerous attempts m de to smutie fu's throuth customs.

Women have been ii.;,own to put old linings into cots, i . an

effort to escape duty. A he vy fine is the lot of c con-

victed offender.

trnerican r Uarkets. since the recent w.,r the world's

fur center hs moved to tLe New World. There is a reater

supply and Ackrkety of furs tb a ever show,. here before.

Style. American designers cre ally to the pulse of

fi,,shions abroad. They 4,01f the tendencies and needs of the

American wAlen. These designers adapt fashions and m&ke

adjustments in styles for these patrons. Such service c n-

tributes gr_tly to t,:; title "The Best Dresed Women of the

World."

Price. Furs are expensive or cheap, depending on the

pelt itself and the consumer's bud6et. The m-;tri.et on
su,41y furs of the costly ()lass medium priced, or the inex.,

ilitations, according to tine demands of the consumer.
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Fus Service. kerohents service radios, watches, curs;

why not fur' As a matter of fact any reeutable dealer will

close a sale with the stetement, "If any ride or defects

show up when you weer this 6arment., please bring it bec, so

that we mey repair it.* If furs ere purchased from one's

home merchant sue has the adventek:e of his interest in his

ie, and such furs eee teiven free service. Since furs pur-

abroed do not eleeys receive the same attention,

there will ultimately be repair bills.

Fur Ped:lers. Refutable firms guard their business ire-

te6rity jealously. Such firms indeude the well..known estabmi.

lishmeats of Revillion Freres, opened in Trance in 1723,

Hudson's Bay Companies, or Liebes of the Pacific coast ci-

ties. These men. are c tending agALet unscrupulous peddlers

or merchaets. Pedelers obtain their furs from unverified'

sources and attempt to sell them by house-to-house or per-

son-to-person canvassing. One such man sold ohe_p coyote

for first grade red fox in the Williamette Valley, with

handsome profits. The pedeler mey eay that he is represent-

ing a reliable firm. Cue cae obtain the fcts from the

Better Business Bureau of the town. Other leseee will

rent a hotel show room in order to give their dealings the

semblance of honesty. Still others do telephone advertising

or use the moils to prickle the curiosity of the poseible

customer. "Fly -by- night" stores are never to be trusted.

Such e store opens up, advert ises, and draws in gullible
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patrcns. After having exhusted,this source of business,

the firm closes oet aee leaves town. Persons having pur-

chased furs from a fly-by-Aght store cannot eet the service

that they ere entitled to. In case the furs 6ave been mis-

represented they heve little or no recourse in heving the

mater e_ee right.

Advertising which carries the legend "Buy of us, get

wholesale prices" should be questioned. There are legitie

eete overhead expenses involved in ilerchandising, and rete3.1

fires ce-eot eflord to sell at wholesele erices. Competi

tion 'lb too keen to permit such under-cutting of prices. If

in doubt _bout the firm, *pee should call up the Advertising

Bureau or tee Better Business Bureau for facts ceneeraieg

the firm thet is doieg the advertising.

Early English records show thet there were uescrupulous

furriers in 1382, for we re told "that the same clarter

which placed the Worshipful Company of Skinners on an equal
.

plane with eleven other English trade guilds also imposed

severe penalties for eny handlers of peltry founAguilty of

attempting to defraud buyers.* It is told that *misrepre-

sentation of furs had reeched such a 'point es to oe scand-

alous. Aeong the deceits feacticed were the sale of old and

worn seine es new. The charter etipulated thet seine, used

were to be of certain size, thereby placing au end to the

business of cutting a large-sized skin into two smell ones."

The Natioeal Association of Furriers have adopted a
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code OS ethics for the protection of the furrier and his

customer. The principles embodied in the code ino]ude:

1. To sell the fur for whit it is; no misierading.

-2. To tell the true v:lues of to fur.

3. To buy and sell only grime pelts.

4. To sell properly C7essed and dyed pelts.

5. Tc give an honest o,inion of t' e probable wearing

values of the fur.

6. To teach the cust:Aeers how to judge the quality,

appearance and durability of the fur in questi D.

7. Never to "rush* a sele. Give the prospective cus-

tomer a chance to be a "satisfied customer.*

8. To employ legitimate advertising thru first-class

magazines and papers, style shows, window ye, on the

screen, over the radio, and by letter.

'lira, like other.merchandise, may be sold in either

luxurious or modest sales rooms. The customer owe that he

must pay for service in eccorthnce with the style of the

shop. One should expect to find legitivIte differences in

price due to differerices in overhead.

It is a common custom to have August fur sales. Summer

repairing is cheaper oecause the furrier wants to keep his

shop employees bury. The furrier wants to move stock, also

to advertise axis 1,11 stock, to keep money in circula-

tion.

There are good and poor fur sales. The letite
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sale, whe_ the furrier uses some o e fur as a le der, or

when he chooses to discount al furs to move them, is worth

oonsider.tion. Sales of shodworn goods for outofseason

or oldstyle goods may be held. Generally expensive furs

cn be remodeled in s new style and sold :t a better profit

than if sold ,s olu style One rarely finds "oldfashioned

new" furs.

The installment buyers sometimee fail to keep their fur

co.As. These cots may oe cleaned _nc relioed and sold as

shopworn, or new, or as second band. Many people are buy

ing furs on credit to.1 y, using the installment eye-terns of

payent. This is eE,Jeckally true of the cheaper coats worn

by the younger working women.

Some merchants protect themselves from the returngoods

evil y sealing the tag as it is attuched to tne garme;.t.

Many instances are known of people or,eri,g a hu.,nasome fur

6arment before some gre t sociel function, only to return it

a few days 1 ter with evidences of having been worn.
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FUR STCHAGIC AND OARS

Dirt and the moths will take their toll of rare and of

cheap furs eiiee. Furs should always be cleaned before they

are store:; -- prefer;: b1 y 3 or 4 times a year. Dermatosis is

sometimes due to an infecti n from soiled furs, just sit is

from soiled clothe ;.

Commerci.1 stor _e is c rried on in several eeys. The

furrier usually has his own store vau,ts, which re kept

et a low temeer-ture. He will cleen the furs effbre storing

them, thus removing the airt and possibly larvae. Cold

storat,e is c . sidered the best method. The customer should

ascertain whether this store includes protection from

fire, moths, witer, theft or burgle,ry. The cost of storage

is based on the value of the furs. Get a receipt, and keep

it:
Far is a dust catcher owiag to the depth and thickness

of the fur. Fur is thickest next to the cuticule. The pro-

fessiohal cleaner has f-cilities for cle_eing furs. He can

seve much of the weer on the fur incident to cleenia. He

cleans without robbing the leather and the fur of their

haterel oil. Re can "drum° tee dirt out, and completes his

t-sk with the necesE ry "rocessing.°

dome Storake. Housewives should not attempt to cleen

furs. The ordinary cleenieg agehts such es 6.soline, ether

or benzine, not only remove the dirt, but the netutal oils

from the furs. When ready to store furs, aerete them in the
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breeze in a steady place. Then hl -.ice the furs in newspalM

begs thet are led Cu the e,cee. Eiace moths do not like

printers' ink, they are lece lieely to enter a newspaper

package. Storage bhgs may be eurchesea, but do : of keep

moths out hay more efficiehtly than the homemade b as.

Cedarwood or cemhhorwood chests are idea.. for fur

storage. Cedar sh:;vings or naphthaline flakes may oe rub

bed into the furs. It is best to tike the homestored furs

out o.ce a month, or ofteher, to be sure that they are sefe.

Furs thus stored are likely to become dry and lose their

luster on a000unt of acing; stored in a too warm and uneven

temherhture.

Cue should remember that moths attack natural furs more

quickly than dyed furs. These have moe oil in the folli

cles than the dyed articles. The moth lays her eg s in the

ler, and it is the larva that hatches and eats his fill of

the f ts around the hair roots, causing the hair to drop

out. The best moth preventives an light, air ea frequent

shueings.

The care of fur when in use adds or detrects from its

wearing velue. If the fur is wet or moist, place it on a

hu.rer, and hang it in a room where tuere is a current of

air, as far away as ,oesiblh,; frcm the radiator, register or

stove. After the fur is dry, shaee and fluff the fur. If

badly matted it can he carefully combed and, brushed. Brush

ing may cause some of the fur to come aut. Aleays shake
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furs, before wearing. them, to fluff the fur.

Hang furs on sui:A:11e h::.1,rs, never on a nail or hook.

Give the grment ample space ia the closet, so that it is

not crowded or jammed. Oftentimes the closets of an apart

ment are too dry for the good of the fur. 1G such an in

stnce a tk.sin of water may be Sept on the floor of the clo

set to pr:Nide the necessary humidity.
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IDENTIFICATICN OF FURS.

American Broadtail

Amerien BroLdtil is obtained from domestic lambs

from South ALerica. The wool is sbered short, and the pelt

is passed through embossing machines which produce the

broad-tail pattern. This is a popular fur, fairly durable,

and ones in a irriety of coloringsvit is not clumsy in

appearance.

Badger

In olden days, the English sportsmi..L hd his captive

badgers, wnose teeth had been removed. Dogs were loosed

upon the bakers whe sport 7.?,_s desired, and it is said the

term to "badger originated at this time.

The pelt today is used for fur and for brushes. When

needed for the latter use, the skins are shaved on the flesh

aide, washed in alkali to remove the grease, and the heir

cut off close to the skin. The hair is then asserted accord-

ing to length. The longest hair is used for printing brush-

es, the medium for shving brushes, and the shortest is man.

ufb,ctured into tooth brushes.

The best badger skins are obtained from the American

species found on the prairies of North America. They are

celled !Aishtumisk by the Indians. The pelts b.ve a rather

coarse, thick under wol of pale faun or stone color. The

long top hair, wlich is 3 to 4 i:.ches in length and black

an white in color, renders the fur hard wearing. This is
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one of the few furs th,t re darker on the belly than oh the

back.

The badger pelt may be prime, yet have such short, thin

fur that it has no pelt veiue. The opossum isethe only

other pelt that may oe worthless although prime.

Japanese, Russian and Prussian be era have coarser,

aerker eeite. These may be used by furriers. when used for

fur, the Japenese species is dyed and used ,s an imit_tion

for skunk. The American b: der is usually used in its nat-

ural coloring. It is classed amone the very dureble furs.

B-dgers formerly sold for e few cents; todzy the price

ranges from t30.00 to 40.00. The m in use of the some 160,

000 pelts taken annually is for brush manufacture.

Baum or Plea Marten

Like all other member e of the Marten family the your

are bore naked, but have a'well-furred coat when five to

six weeks old. Since Marten is the first fur to "prime up"

in the fell, it is caught early in the open season. Skins

taken in the hiehest eat/tildes nave the thickest, finest

fur.

The Baum Marten when dressed is sixteen by five inches.

The Baue Marten is found in the forests of Russia, Nor y,

Germany and Switzerland. The pelage has a thice under fur

and the top hair is rich warm broen en the tip ends, with

whitish under fur, and having a yellow or orange patch on

the throat. This pelt is used either natural or dyed. When
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well blended it is difficult to distingish it from the best

grade of the natural; it is also blended to imitate Russian

Sable and Hudson's Bay Sable, for wnich it is ;q excellent

substitute.

Since Japanese Sable is yellow, a trying and unbecoming

color i furs, it is always dyed or blended in the dutk

Sble colorings.

The best grades of Baum Marten are imported from Nor-

way; these have the darkest, richest coloring and the full.-

est, finest fur.

The Baum Marten compares fvorbly with Russian Sble

in durability. It is used extensively as a substitute for

Russian Sable and Amcricati Sable. The Japanese Marten, dyed

is a fairly good substitute for Hudson's Bay SLOle. It is a

reasonably durable skin and less exphsive.

Bear

The four common varieties sough by hunters are the

Brown, Black, Grizzly and White Bears.

Of these the black Bear cub pelt is the only kind used

for women's furs. This has long, thick hair and is very

-durable.

Bear skins are commonly used for floor rugs and auto-
,

moile robes. The cape of the guards of the British army

c,.re made of bear skit.

Beoter

The Beaver, which is the largest of the rodents, pro-



bably hes tne most interesting and veried history of any of
the fur-bearing aeimels. It is said to have an almost humen

intelligence, and its instinct is often better than human

judgment. Its indUstry is proverbial.

The beaver is a completely aquatic( animal.. The beaver,

like the otter, muskret and mink, has darker richer coloring

if his hauitat is cle..r weter. Liehter-colored skins are

obtained from grassy or swampy sections. This aniMal levee

sunshine, and spends hours 1:10Ling te itis_rays during ILLrell

hnd April. This muses the fur to become hooked and ()rick*

ly on the ends, ee if singed by a hot iron.

Beaver is valuable for fur and for the castorium, a

secretion that resembles sealing wax, obtained from the cus-

tors of both sexes. This is used in the manufacture of per-

fumes. Trappers slso use the cestoeium on their bait lines

to lure the fur-bearing animels. Beaver flesh is considered

a great delicacy. In pioneer days it waF a staple meat as

well es a delicecy in the menu.

in' earlier tires tee beaver had a very stable value.

Many stories are told of the exchange or barter value of

beaver skins. Peterson gives the following list obtained

from records of the Hudson Bay Company dated 1670.

Guns

Guns

Powder - ow Oa

12 winter beaver shine for largest.

l) wLnter beaver skins for surliest.

1 winter bs.ver skin for one-half pound



Shot 1 winter beaver skin for four pounds.

Hatchets 1 winter beaver skin for one great and

one little hatchet.

1 beaver skin, for 8 great knives and 8

jack-knives.

Beads 1 beaver skin. for onehA.f pound.

Laced coats 6 winter beaver sins for one.

Plain coe.te 5 winter beaver skins for one red coat.

Coats fOr:io 6 bever skins.

men laced, Q yards

Coetr for *c- F beaver skins.

men plain

Tobacco 1. beaver skin for one pouA.

Powder porn 1 beaver skin for 1 large and 1 small

horn.

Kettles 1 neaver in for a one pound kettle.

Looking glass 2 beaver Skins.

and comb

The story is told that in the extreme outfoost regions

the custom drevailed of standing a gun on end; beaver skins

piled to the height of the gun were paid for the gun. This

is sid to be the reason that the long guns were used wnen

shorter ones served just 1,s well for guns. In the e:,rly

days bever skin we worth. so many muskrls, or it took so

many 841.F.7 to buy an otter, sal or sz,.ble.

The crest of the Canadian coat of arms is ai indication
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of the place of beaver in her history.

Originally beaver as used almost exclusively for felt.

Bence the term ncector,° enich used to be slang for a to

het. 1_ 1-ter yers pelts that were rubbed or defective

were usea for the hatter's industry end the better pelts

were converted into furs. Beaver skins ured to ,e cold by

the pound, a properly fleshed large ?:in weighing a pound

and a helf. beavers used by ferriere today ere trapped in

the open, for beaver futferming is not etteblished as a

commercially profiteble venture.

The pelt of the beever varies in color, quality of the

fur and thickness ef the skin. There is less difference due

to primeness than is usual with other specie. The under

fur is fine, thioe eud soft, about one inch long, of a grey

ish or mouse brown color. The fur is shorter and denser on

the belly than on the back. The top or uwater" heirs are

heavy and stiff, from two to three inches long. This pelage

is eaown ua the best of ell waterproof coverines.

Verietioa in the coloriags f the peleee i8 mainly due

to habitat. The lightestcolored pelts o me from Oregon and

the Rocky geuntaie sections and have poorer fur. Beavers

obteined from Mexico, Arizona and other southern states are

heavy in the leather and pale in color. The most valuble

seine are obtained ie the Fort York disteiot, elong the

,loose river, aid in the Hudson's Bay region. The colors of

these pelts range from whitish to brownish black.,
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When dressed the skin ie judged by the depth, thickness

silkiness and luster of the fur, and whether the guard heirs

were plucked or she:

The process of dyeine: is likely to me e the le_ther

tender. Seel-dyed be ver is ther'fore not recomee ded for

durebility. There is more gamble atttched to buying rLet

be ver felts aed hevi% them dressed than is -6enerally

known. U-nlees the pelts are prime end have been )roperly

cered for, they ere likely to oslip"--i.e., the pelage will

all drop out during the tanning process.

The State Ceme Laws are being enforced, and it is hoped

that the beLvere will riot be trapped until they are exter-

minated. In the mealtime the governoeet is torking c. the

problem of successful beaver fur ferzing. The furrier and

milady mey therefore look forward to 3 more plentiful sueply

of this handsome, very dur ble fur,

Broadtail

This name is given to lamb skins taken from lambs that

are still -corn or Killed imeedietely after birth. The idea

still prev tie ie some quarters that the eees are killed in

order to ,et the pelts of the unborn lambs. This would be

commercially unprofit ble and is not done.

The Broadtail is , men. 4i in, measuring about 10 by 5

inches. Tte leather is very delicate. The fur, which is

short, lies flat in is 1,,vy p,tiere instead of curls. The

markiegs are distinctive and appear like moire. It is raid
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thet the weaver's attemet to reproduce the aroadteil patteea

in febrio is the origin of moire.

Cat (Genet)

The domestic cat and the wild cats furnish millions of

pelts aonu.11y for the furriers to wore up. The demand for

this fur has increased many-fold since the recent war, end

it is now for tne first time having definite place in the

fur s,leeroom.

Commercially speaking, the best pelts ore imported from

Holland and Russi_, TS se measure about 18" by 9n when

dressed.

The wild seecies has a coarser, stiffer hair tie the

aemestic antral :J. Its fur is thicker, longer and he, vier.

The cat has a fur the t is teicser And heevier on the head

and shoulders as a protection for the male ',tee fighting.

It ha; e line of bristly hair running down its osok which

has to oe out cut when the pelt is to be monufectured into

gazelente. The d.mestic est' fur is likely to be singed by

stove heat, so it is lese desir ole than that of the wild

c t. All ct fur is iisely to shed or drop out. The hOm

itself is weak, A.though th le then is reaeonebly strong

In the trade, s. natural blacs c-t pelt is A .011111 4,6

tenet. In the fur market, :enet eenkc first; grey Cyper or

tabby, second; other colors and serkings are third. The

seine from Sorth Americ n oats theuch larger -re of an in-

ferior quality. The English pelts though small have a finer
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quality. Many domestic species, such as the Angora or 1114.a.4,

h.ve no fur value.

Genet or c,t fur bleaches ene ayes well, so is made to

serve in numerous capacities, as a genuine fur and as sub

stitutes or adulterants for oetter grades of fur.

All cat furs wea r out quickly. The hair oannot stand

continued friction and sheds c ntinously. The leather is

f4irly durable.

Luring the middle t:_ es hen fur was so commnnly used

fo: trimmings, a canon issued in 1227 forblide an abbess or

nun to weir any more costly fur th,s,n that of lambs or cats.

Chinchilla

The chinchilla 11n rieen huntd for ages 'oast. The

1=3S' used the fur for olothi and the long guard hairs

were used 141 sptning and weaving. The fur was prized high

ly 4 the ancient Peruvians.

About forty years Igo, 8.ietard eLins sold

for as little v.s from 410.)0 to R1? .0O a dozen, while the

finest real chLnchilla could oe purchased at i13.30 each,

and the chirachillone at $3.00 eech. Todey the prices .are

upwards of $60.00 to $80.00 per dozen for b. stards, $7.00 to

I115.0 ez..ch for chinchillones, and the real chinchilla,

extra. fine, ilE0.00 or more. This wkes the fur, ,working

aree considered, as exen;ive as Russifi

The best of the real chinchill comes from the high

mountain region of Bolivia, Argentina, Peru and Chili. un
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controlled trapping has nea7,1y exterminted the chinchilla,

and it is hoped that the government laws will protect the

few that are left, and tht some day they may again become

lentiful*

The real chinchilla fur is said to the most velvety

and silky in texture of any fur. The chinchilla has a soft

fur about one inch long on the sides: The general color

vrie fro ash to clay yellow, silery and even a light

brown. Apparently the,v_riation is due to its habitat and

the season. The lether is almost as thin as tissue paper

and equally tender. The fur is very delicate and must be

handled carefully because so little frlction will ruin, Its

ID, spite of the beauty, Sacho questions whether a

sufficient number of.siins, t any price, could be found

on the market to make a coat.

There are no good imitations of chindlilla* Although

squirrel is sometimes used for this Arpose, no one should

be deceived by it.

The obinchillones are larger than the real chinchilla.

They have a rather scraggly, coarser fur, which hae a yellow.

tinge instead of the beautiful, clear blue-grey of the

chinchilla.

The socalled bastard chnchilla comes from the La

Plata valley. These are smaller than oh,nobillas beckLuse

they are found in a warmer climate and lower altitude.

Their fur is shorter and less beautiful because it is dark
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er and not so cler colored underneath.

Civet

This animal is the little striped skunk and it is a

misnomer to call it civet exce,A that it is an est blished

trade name.

The pelt is small, some 4 by 6 inches size. The fur

is dense, soft ni silky, and from 3/4 to 1 inches long.

The leather is r..ther tender and not dui*. ble. The color is

black, with White markings in the form of an Irish lyre.

This animal is caught. also for the zusky substance

which it sec ates, used the perfume industry.

The civet is rarely dyed. Instead the furrier works

the pelts up so s to use the natural marking to produce his

design.

This fur is used es:4cially for sports garments because

of its striking colorings and myrkings. It is a popular -

priced fur. The fur is only fairly durable.

Ermine

Prob&bly more conflicting storie are told .'bout the

ermine then arty other of th3 smAl fur-bearers. It is ac-

knowledged to be the most im)ortant member the weasel

family -nd shold be designated as the stoat or greater wea-

sel. Fur from the common weasel is often sold s ermine,

but the winter coat of the stoat is t e only true ermine.

The ermine prized most fo: its fur is caught in the

region of Yakutsh. Ermi..,e are also found in other sections
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of Siberia, Russia and America. The best grades of Ameria_n

ermine ,re better than the medium Russian grades.

This aninial is known for its protective coloring. In

the suailer the back turns tan, brown or greyish and the

belly is white. In the winter its coat turns white except

the black tip on its tail.

The best skins are white and free from yellowish tinge

and stLin. Skins from the coldest regions seem to be

bleached the whitest.

The skin is smL11, being only about four by ten inches.

The under fur is fine, soft and thio4 with a longer, crisp--

almost stubby to, far. This topfur h a a decided "grain,"

and cannot be stroked successfully and smoothly in the wrong

direction. Even the youngest pelts have this chr:,cterie

tic. This is a useful fact to k,ow when one is trying to

detect the imitation ermines, for most of them are made from

sheared rabbit, which can oe stroked in any direction. The

skin, thugh thin, is tough and durable. Some ermine tails

are only tipped with blacktothers are black halfway up.

When ermine isOwde up of the white pelts with black

spots of fur introduced, it is known as "miniver." True er

mine always has the black tipped t. ils worked in.

Ermine is associated with roy.lty. In olden days com

mon folk could riot own or wear ermine. It is extremely pop

ular today for evening or fulldress usage.

Ermine should_ be stored in a dark place to prevent its
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Fisher

The Fisher is the largest member of the marten family.

It is also known as the Fisher M rten and Peken. The pelt

dresses about 30 oy 18 inches, with a full tsil ,measuring 12

to 18 inches in length.

The best quality of Fisher pelts are obtained from Can

ada. before the break in the fur market came, Asotio.Illy

all Fisher wss exported to Russia. The fur is so handsome

and dur ble th.it there is always a ready mar :et for it.

The leather is strong and durable. The pel:. -e is com

posed of a. deep, thick. under fur of dark coloring with fine

dark glossy top hairs that are about two and a h:lf inches

longer than the under fur. The fur is not as soft, fine and

silky as the marten, 4,1though the pelt is l'irger. It is not

valuable as the marten.

The colorinhs v.ry from a light tau to a dhrk brown or

brownish the general coloring is a blackishbrown,

becoming grey at the throat and head. These pelts are al

ways sold with the brush attacked. This fur is character

ized by a pungent odor, though not strong like the skunk.

Choice raccoon ,=sins are dyed and used as imitations of

the Fisher,

Fitch

Fitch, also called Fitohet or Fitch cat, is the name

given to the common pole cat of Europe. It is s member of
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the weasel family, and 11.e a pelt about three by twelve

inches. The choicest skins are obtained from Germany.

Choice furs are also imported from Denmark, Holland and

Rusia.

The pelt of the German Fitch has a fur about the same

length as th:Yt of the Russian eble. It has a woolly yellow

under fA!, with ions black, glossy top hLirs. The Russian

hay: white under fur, and the guard or top hair is

lighter colored than th,t of the Germa Fitch.

Fitch is now being used extensively after a. long period

when it w_e not so fashionable. It is a rich-looking dur-

able fur.

Pereviteky, the Samartian Mottled pole oat, is obtained

from Siberia, Russia and Central Asia. This fur is orange-

colored, with irregula.r browa sr)ots on the back and glossy

black on the back. This fur was in vogue fifty years ago

and its popularity is being revived, now that all furs are

in such detind.

There are some thirty trade names used when retailing

fox pelts, but in this discussion, the distinct species will

be considered. The fox is a crnivorous mamal, smaller than

the wolf, having a long, slender muzle, inted. ears and a

. bushy tA.1. Formerly all foxes were included in the genus

Caziis, but today they are placed in dlffereA genera, of

which Vuloes is the most iivortant.
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There are four speci-s of fox common to North Americe;

the Grey Fox, Tied Fox, Silver Fox, and the Artie, which in.

eludes tae Blue z.nd the White or Polar Fox. Some natural-

ists claim tt t the Black, Silver and Cross foxes all belong

to the Canis fulvous, stating that the only difference is

the color of the fur.

Fox farming for fur and breedi.e stook. 114.s become well

st_olished. There is a diversity of opinion concern--c the

value of the pelts outlned from firms loceted where the cli-

Mate is mild. cost furriers believe the.t fur is better if

to .en from au animal ttn-t has lived in a cold c-imete. Fox

ferming has oeen exploited _s a "sure money getter." The

government bulletins _,re ceutioning a d eavising prospective

fox f_rmers in an effort to protect them from failure In the

venture.

The foxes, IL codimon, h ve long,, silky, soft under

wool, with longer lustrous top hair that flaws. The brush--

th,t is, the tail--is lerge and full furred. The fur is not

durable; the top hairs break, and the under fur mts when

worn, therefore ehedding. The finer-(tarred pelts do not

we.,r s well as the coirser furred. Usually fox for is too

dense, so the furrier "drops" the pelt by inserting several

nlrrow striae of leather lengthwise of the pelt. This in

creases the size o; the pelt :11d. twAies the fur ap,e_r more

feEthery lire t lynx.

Fox brushes .re not durable. It is difficult to skin
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them off and to tan them. They re li.eely to break and 1114.k

then hang like a broken whip stock. Furriers cannot guaran .

tee the we .r of a fox brush.

The color of the fox depends on the species, size, lo-

c.lity from which it c me, the quality of the fur and its

markings.

The Arctic White JIA, also Called the Polar Fox, has a

better colored oelt if Lund in the extreme northern re-

ions. The long, silty, white hair is shaded with a light

cre-my color. The fur is luxuriant and fluffy. White Fox

is freest of any of the foxes from the fox odor. All t,now

of the wecent" of the At;nglish fox which is followed by the

hounds. Belgian bore and Iceland goat 4Le worked up into

good loos.ing substitutes at a very rea.son-ble price.

Natural 814 Fox is 3 native of the Arctic regions. It

has unusual smoxy, adae:-. color, also described as bluish4-

wuve or slate-grey. The Blue Fox ie not common. Owing to

its peculiar color and luxuri:at fur it is ..,opular amo.g the

high-priced furs. Substitutes are oottined by *sing other

colored foxes and dyeing them bluish-grey, or using young

wolf-dyed; ttAs is a more d.urz..ble fur than the fox.

Red Fox ic found in North America and abroad. It is a

smLlier animal, h:.ving a dark colored bao and usually a

lighter colored belly. The tail is long and bushy of light-

ish brow- color, wi.th a white tip, and black too hairs.

Formerly the red fox was a medium of b rter in Northe,.,,-tern
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Asia, even as beever was in North. America. Most of the Ree

Fox are dyed uefore being worked up by the furrier.

The Red Fox is rich fuivous, except for the white tip

ped guard hairs and wh'.,te tipped tail. A gradual cheeege of

color, the increeee of black and less of fulvous brings one

'to the silver fox or silver grey in which no fuevous ape

pears. The North American Red Fox can always be distin

guished from the old world species by the ler covering on

the soles of his feet.

ilver Foxes range frog: grizzly to black, with fez or

many white bended guard hairs. This is one of the re rest

animals, and hes one of the richest a most costly furs

known. The finest silver fox has a deep rich bluish smoke

colored eeit, with silvere.banded guard hairs. Single skins

range from 41X) up to $2,6)0 each.

1 laC4 Fox is the rarest and mast expensive of any of

the fox eelts If it is a true black fox it is all black

except the white tip on the tail. The fur has exceetional

luster eed life. Dyed Imitations of this r re fur are -com

won. They ere we de by dyeing fox, wolf, lynx, coyote or

here black. Ieitetions ehculd be,much less expensive, while .

the dyed wolf e,e coyote ere more derable.

Cross Fox is obtained from interbred stock. These

pelts ere common on the market. The Silver eed Red foxes

are used to roduce the Cross pelt. The Cross pelt is more

then the Red aed less expensive than the Silver. Cross Fox
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es are usually of reddish or yellowish shade with darker fur

in the shape of e cross on the shoulders and a few silver

h:irs tov,ard the romp. This ic costly as are other natural

fox furs.

GreZ x is a species found only in the United States.

There are some 531)0J on the market annually. This is a

natural colored substitute for the costly si.ver fox. The

fur is coarser e.4 shorter. It is popular and inexpensive,

though not durable.

Foxes from Liumschatka are considered the uest in qualms

ity of fur, depth and richness of red colori.1g. Some furr-

iers do not concur in this °Anion ana say the American spe-

cies is the best. onolta produces a few choice

:aost of the kins from China are coarse furred and yellowish

colored. The Japanese fox is similar to the Chinese, but

dee:)er coloring. Since the fox merket prices stiffen-

ed, Japanese foxes are used wore extensively. The Patagonia

fox is fairly good after dyeing. The Turkish Fox is iden-

tical with ti;e mitt fox and is sold more often than American

Kitt.

When buying Fox fur, one should consider the following:

1. The pelt should be perfectly and evenly furred all

over.

2. Fur should 6e reasonably lo,g, lustrous, silky and

look live.

3. The guard hairs, whether silver nded or black,
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should be long, fine and silky and longer about the

nape of the neck then elsewhere on the pelt.

4. The under fur should be abundant, soft and d.,,rk.

The d:_rker the oetter. Matted or wooly under fur

is not desire.ble.

5. Brush should hive a white tip of two to four inches

6. Color should he clear, with no smuttiness or defic-

iency in luster. NO suggestion of rust giving a

brownish or chocolate caste. It is now thought

that this rust or tinge is ereditary and not due

to food or sunlight.

7. krime silver fox, should be black and silver, the

glossy blue:4 shading to a blue black. Silver bends

on the guard hairs should be bright; the color must

be ale r whether classed as blck, extra dark sil-

ver, silver of pule si ver,

6. Is the colcr natural, dyed or blended

9. Is the pelt poiatedi

10. Is the pelt "droppedin

Goat

Farriers are not interested in the pelts of wild goats,

so these skins are solo to the ers, later to be sold as

"Kid" leather.

Domestic goats are raised chiefly by the Chinese nd

Russians. The pelts or these ere referred to by a furrier

when he talks of 'oat skins. China is, ex,orti.ag upwards of
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Liang are dressed and the top

sold es "mouflon." They have

the Russian mouflon, of which

nually from kasan.

Shen prepared for ex,ort

two skin rues," "twenty skin

ssle.

Whet the goat skins from Lie

hair removed, the skins sre

,bout one-halt the value of

some 300,000 are shipped an.

, the goat skins :.1*e made into

crosses," or may be bsled for

The gOats commonly sold sre known as the Mongolian and

Chinese pelts. The former a soft, rather silty under

hair which is attractive after the coarse, stiff, top hair

is removed. The Chinese pelt is similes' in texture and

color, _nd when dyed it is sold as Kit C racul.

any of the Russian pelts are dyed blast or brown, to

be use: for rugs. Frequently the bown-dyed seits s__e used

to imitate the brown bear.

Wouflon is dressed to remove the "wooly" appearance,

but dampness asd wear cause the wooly look to return. Wear

also causes the fur to at b,dly. kouflon bleaches success-

fully, and can be used as a white fur. It also taxes any

color of dye well, and is used Sri a variety of celorings.

One objection to goats' ssins is th-t they retain their

strong characteristic odor. This scent is not as strong in

the kid or fertile pelt as in the male.

Mouflon is freely used by the ready to weer manuf_ct

urers for trimmings on the lower priced costs and suits. It
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is an inexpensive fur that is ouite durable

The Angora goat is often confused with the Kashmir or

Thibet goat. The Kashmir goat yields a long silky under fur

which is combed out and used in the KRshmir shawls and cloth

The pelt of the Angora goat is used especially for baby

sets, baby carriage robes, alld children's furs. It is also

used as a fringe, dyed or natural.

Hudson's .&,.y Sable

Americ or Brown Marten is known as Hudson's Bay

Sable, although it is more like sine Uarten than Rwsian

s ble in color and habits. It is found in tne forests to

the north of the Hudson's bay region. A few are _deo found

in Labrador and Alaska.

fur is on.tne nztrket. Usually 1,0JJ,)), pelts are

t. ken annually. It h_s been observed that every tenth year

is a period of scarcity and that this °leans year is per

iodic. No one tives an authorative reason for this ohenom

enon.

Felts best if caught during November when the coats

are first prime. The fur value depends on the color, den

sity and silky luster of the top hair, r,ther than the nat

ure of the under wool. The Hudson's Bay Sable is brown with

a, reddish cast, the head and.e,.9rs care greyish, arv; there is

a yellow breast spot.

The Labrador Martens are large in size and have rich,

fine fur. There are very law of these on the market. The
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Alaska Marten is 1Lrger, be coarser fur and is lighter

colored. The choicest skins are from the Fort ;leorge region

and etern aine. ie2e are the beet furreJ and darkest

colored of the brown ..rtens

This is one of the most expensive furs considering its

size. The price ranges from 45 to 445 each. Hudson's Tilf

Sable is preferred by in.ny to the Russian Sable because of

the ic,rmer coloring in the top hair. Sable is known as a

durable fur and is frequently used by one generation after

another in the same family.

Skins that are too light re blended to a rich, warm,

reddish brown. Though less expensive, these re very hand

some.

Iceland Sheep

This species 111 a long, soft, beautifully curled wool,

which is cAuposed of dense under wool fld top hair. Ia Ice

land it is customary to pull the wool from the sheep as it

becomes loose in the 1t& spring instead of shearing. This

produces a better fur on the pelt.

This fur is dressed to remove the woolly appearance and

then used :al; a substitute for whitsfbx. It is not a dur

able fur and is much less expensive than .fox. The fur is

popular for sumer

kangaroe

Kangaroos, for our purpose, may be grouped as the Red

or Great kangaroo and the Small Kangaroo. In the latter are
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found the Blue Kangaroo, Wallaroo and Wallabies.

Skins from the adult Great Kangaroo hlive a. h rah stiff

hair with no under wool, which is not useful for fur. These

skins are in grest demaild by the tL:.aers for leather. The

skins of the young Great kangaroo are used by the furriers.

The pelt of the Blue Kangaroo is smAa, haVing long,

silky, soft bluishcclored pelage. The under coat has a

pinkish or bluish tinge. These pelts ..re choicer if taken

from the female.

The Bush Wallaby has e grizzly fur that lies close to

the body. This is fret'ouently. used as a substitute for rec..

coon. The smaller skins are used for fur, and the larger

for linings.

The Swamp Wellaby has a fulvous coloring, and is usual.,

ly dyed and then sold as skunk. It wakes a good substitute

for this attractive, durable fur.

The rarest and smallest of this group is the wallaroo,

which is found in the hill country of Australia. Its fur is

soft, long silky. The at,le has a brown pelage, while

the femles are light grey.

The Kangaroo pelts, if fine, are used as trimmings and

fur pieces; if coarser, for linings, gloves; the coars et,

for floor rugs, automobile robes or leathers.

Karakul

Karakul or Garcul is the pelt from the Aetrachan lamb.

The finest of these skins are ne-rly s effective as broad
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cies is exeorted fr,A the province of Astrachan -,*t the rate

of about 1,000,000 pelts annually.

The fur, which is a brownish black when the lamb is

*Wm, grows lighter in color. By the time the lamb is eight

cr nine months old, the fur is a natural light grey color.

The quality of the fur Iies. The finest have a close,

tight curl of silky lustroLl Lair As the animal matures,

the curl disappe re, a d the hair ,iecomes coarser.

%hen working up these pelts in Europe and Asia for ex

port the *paw* is removed, and these bits are sewn together

by hand. They are the sold _s "paw sheets" and used for

the cheaper grades of coats. The seams have to be resewn on

the mach.ines before. the fur can be used by our furriers,

thus addiag labor costs to whit otherwise would be a cheap

byproduCt.

The wool of this species when co ree and long is adapt

ed to roueh wear u.rid is used to sore extent for y...rns to be

woven into the Persian and Bokharen rugs.

Dr. 0. C. Young, a breeder of Arabi sheep, says "The

Tartars call the produce of any valuable fur bearing sheep

Arabi. 'Arab' in Tartar means black; it is supposed ttht

the Tame came oritinLily from this source, as the_wora

'sheep' this fiord a:e th,..own in Arabia."

Peterson soya that "the name Zarakul literally means

the 'Black Lake,' which is the name of the region where
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Russian traders first bought furbearing shee,J obtained frau

the herders of the Bokh_ra desert."

Kolinsky

The Kolinsky, commonly known s the Siberian mink, be....

longs to the Martel family. It is the cheapest of all the

sables on the fit rket. The 0 et sLins re from Siberia.

The pelt is .lout 2 1/2 inches by 12 inches. It has

rather short, weak under h'ir, e.nd the top h it is short.

The leather is light weight. The fur is a uniform yellow

color, which is a difficult color to use, so the fur is al+.

most invariable dyed. When dyed it is sold as an imilation

of marten and sable, just as the Japanese aid Chinese Kink

is dyed to mcke a cheap imitation for. Americ-n blended mink.

The tails are used to woke the :able *brushes" used by

artists. Ofie:.times the pelts and tails are sold separate

ly,

Kolinsky is classed as moder,tely durable fur. It is

becoming more and more fashionable, with corresponding in

crease in the cost.

krimmer

Real krimmer is obtained from the gray lambs in Crimea.

The fur has a bluish grey color, with : variety of curls.

It is a handsome fur a rite if properly reinforced whe

factured is durable. There has been less true aer on

the market since the war. Only 5J,000 pelts ere said to he

available annually.
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The leopard is the largest spotted member of the cat

family in the world. It was called Panther by the ancients.

The color ':oo texture of the leopard fur Jeoends large

ly on the soecies of leopard aod its haoitat.

The common Leopard is caught in the largest mumbers in

Africa rici Asia. Some 10,13..) are obtained annually in -chese

sections. The Zulu kings wear a Kaross of leopard, whioh

his the same oloce in their traditions tht, ermine holds

among the Surccpel. royolty.

The coloring ranges fro: a light tan to darker tons,

marked with spots of Oioch or h:ving mar; i gs tnot are like

openring rosettes.

The Black Le000 d from J. va, thou ,h rare, is so dark

th,t the spots are hs r,ly evident. In some of the J vanese

species the fur is grey with contrasting spots.

The most imoortant le paro pelt for loe furrier comes

from East India. This pelt has a long, rich, redoish or

ornge top hair, over the white under fur.

The oscelot is the largest leopard oat found in Amer

ica. Some have striped markings while others are blotched

like a tabby cat.

Fur taken from a leopard kitten may be soft, siiky and

brilliant and probably delicate. Otherwise leog,rd shins

taken from, fully grown species are raked a.s a durable fur

that withstands hard wear.
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Lynx

Some ten common species of lynx .e caught for their

,,efts. All are distinguished by the long fringe of hA.r

about the face, and the pencils of black hair t tip the

e Ts. All have spotted fur and short tails. V ri tions in

color and texture ar- due to the climate, locality, altitude

and season. In the summer the lynx loses its under wool and

its covering is the red(ish Town top hair. If prime the

-elt side of the skin is pure white with clean waxy sure.

face. If un,Jrime the e,in is spotted with brown, grey or

black; in this event the pelt is worthless for fur or lea-

ther.

The winter pelt of the lynx consists of a deep, soft

under wool, thinner than that of the fox; the to which

is 4 1/2 to 5 inches .Long is fine, lnstro,;s, free

flowing. The fur on the flalks . selxy is iongr, softer

whiter than on the back. The cheaper grades or seconds

are rubbed, are shed ing or have a ',flat" appearance. The

flank and belly portions of the pelt are uswdly worked up

separately for trimmings*

the pelts taken from the coldest regions are the light-

est colored fur. The fur is always richer and thicker on a

light-clored pelt thda on the do.rk-hued

The lergest and most valuable lynx pelts imported

from Russia, Finland and Soandivavia. Equilly good pelts

are obt fined from the Canadian or Halifax Bay lynx. These
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with black spots. Furs having; the bluish tinge are more

rare aed expeesive than those *ith the sandy cr reeeish

coloring. The Silvery Alaska pelt is the lightest in color,

ene the Newfoundl nu s ecies has the darkest colorings.

The lynx cet fur is tate_ from the Canadian bob or wild

Cat. It belongs to the same family s the lynx and often is

herd to distieguish from the true lynx. Its fur is semilar

in merkings and color but is not quite so long or fluffy as

the lynx.

one cf the lynx furs are cleesified as durable, the

fur is injured by friction and sheds, while the le .then IS

Very tender. Dyeing maeee the pelt less durable than the

natural-colored pelt.

There ere numerous imitatioes c; lyex on the merket.

One should purch:ee this expensive shin from a reputable

dealer. The lynx cet is often sold as true lyx.

The so-celled lynx of Baachus were eere like leopards

thin the lynx of today. Fabulous eowers were attributed to

the lynx 'by the ancients, one of which wes extraordinary pOe

leer of vision, includiele the abiiity to see through opaque

substenees. Hence the name *lynx eyea" iztE used im comeon

prle Lce todey.

Marmot

The Marmot is found is America, Asia and Europe, where

it is commonly known es bear-mouse, or ground hog. It is
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day to look for its sh:Alow.

There ..re many snecies of this animal but commercially,

the pelts come from Southern Iuropean countries and Siberia.

The Russian 1Lrmot is about the size of a rabbit. The

pelage is a greyish, brownish fur, the hair is darker at the

root ends than at the tip end and all the pele is darker

on the hed than the body.

The pelt is not especially attractive, in the natural

coloring, so it is usually dyed. It is often dyed and sold

as Florida mink and Mink Marmot and as an imitation of leo

na ra. If used as Marmot it is usually dyed brown or tau?e.

The fur is modertely durable rid intxnensive.

Mink

The w-nme Imink" is se.id to have originatied in Sweden,

where the term Irik is applied to European animals. sink is

known e the everl.,sting fur, because the fur will oe in ex

cellent c, nditioa long after the color faded away. The

high price offered for mink pelts has led to a. noticable de

crease in the number of living animals. Fur farmng is

being tried in order to meet the demand for skins, but is

not finncially succeseful unless the mink market is paying

top prices.

The mink divides his time between land and water. This

habit tends to produce better, hevier fur, with darker

coloring. :oink skins should te perfectly and evenly furred
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-1 over. The under fur should be soft, short, close and

even, the to hair stiff and lceger than the under hair and

eteeding out in a bristiing ad live veneer. The tuard or

to hairs -re more in evidence on the back of the pelt.

The colors vary from light to dare, .s is true of the

other species. The rarest skins are a rich chocolate brown;

the chin is elauys white. The under fur is dart trom the

tip suds to roots, ad the top hair is of i darker sh.,e.

The color fades from mink fur rapidly in sunlight because

the pelt is obtained frow an ankphibious,e.

The fur industry obtains its pelts from e fly sections.

The best furred see colored skins are im orted fr.el

Scotia. Northern Mink found in northern United States nd

Southern Canada is finer and better furred than the Southern

Mink obtained in other sections of the United St:Aes. The

letter has a coarser ad duller fur.

Russian Mink is a term used to designate inferior

grades, which are traeeed in China, Japan and. Russia. These

Belts have a. poor quality of flat fur.

Japanese Mink is yellowish and hes to be dyed to maee

it desirable. The Alaska Mink like. the Ruselan.is larger

in size but hilk, a co_rse fleet fur, which is shorter than

that of ay other American epecies.

During recent years the trap of AmeriCan Mink hes eume.

bered about 600,000 end the European some 2.3,003 aneuelly.

Airii is imitated in various eays. Poor Kolinsky is
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dyed and sold .s Siberian Mink. The Marmot is dyed and sold

as Russian Mink; it is a felrly durcble imitation ano is in-

expensive. Poor grades of mink are blended or dyed to a

good minx color; such furs should be eold ,t dyed and be

comparatively cheaper.

in is one of the furs thst is used whole or dropped.

If cropped, the labor involved will materially increase the

cost of the shin.

eine is also dyed and used as a suostitute for the bet-

ter .1..sdes of Siberian Eoliasey.

sole

The mole skins are imported erinoipally from Holland

and Scotland. The Dutch mole is larger but does not have as

full, fine and silky a. fur be the Scotch mole. Doles found

in Canada and the States heve a poor grade of fur. Nhen

dressed the seine overage about 2 by 4 inches. The high

cost of mole skin. is due in pert to the cost of re sing and
dyeing such smell pelts.

The fur is short, fine and very silky. It has psecti-

c lly no cep, so thct the fur flogts in any direction. The

color is a peculiar sneae of slate-blue Or brownish-grey,

which when viewed from do sngle, shimmers into a bronze. The

texture is wordrously soft and velvety.

Rabbit is she. red dyed to imitate mole, and is

seown as mole-cony.

Mole is also bleached and dyed all the colors of the
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rainbow, to be used on evening gowns nd wraps.

ioufflon

True Moufflon sheep are grown exclusively on the is

lands of Corsica and Sardinia. The dehaired skins of the

Mongolian and Cheikiaug aLe sold as Russian ,a.nd

nese oufflon respectively.

Muskrat

The muskrat of musquash as lamed by the Indians derives

its name from the musky odor of the animal. The rat is

found in almost all countries, but the pelts are not of

v'lue. Rats are being successfully furfarmed in this

country. Many of the skins on the market are secured from

furfarmed animals. These farms are located in the Gulf,

Atlantic) and Pacific Coast states, in tidewater or swampy

regions.

The rat is raised for its Sian and the meat. The pelts

are graded; Winter, or oest, taken in December, January and

February; Late Spring, which h,,s heavier pelage than is

desirable, second in grade; Tall, which is light in color

and fur, third. Rat skins ae also graded for size, Liality

the section from hick they are caught. Pelts taken

from the far north in Canada are of little fur value, be

cause the leather is too stiff for the better grade of furs.

Southern rats from the Gulf states are not e heavy _s those

from the northern states. Louisiana alone sold 2,858,834

pelts in 1928.
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The pelage of the rut consists of soft, dense, hreyion

under fur and the top hairs, which ::.e long and glossy,

ranging from dark brown to black in color. The top hairs

are tliceer on the back than on the sides; there are none on

the Deily. The pelt therefore appears black on the back,

dark grey on the sides, and light grey or: the belly. This

accounts for the practice of splitting the pelts lengthwise

into the b.ck, sides and belly. The furrier utilizes e_,oh

as a distinct fur, sometimes usihg one pert of the pelt as

a trimming for ahother part.

The perfeotion of fur dyeing hhe led to a phenomenal

increase in the consurIltica of the r t skin, which is durable

attractive and one of tae inexpensive e .Ins.

Muskrat when plucked and eyed is sold as Hudson seal.

blended muskrat is sold as Kolinaky wuskrati

The leather of the fur is not eshecially strong, but

the fur is durable. When purch asing mashrat, select a gar

meat thet is ihrge enoigh so th t undue strain on the lea

ther is hrevented. The pelt is .:own us h_vihh a swarm

fur." Nutria and rabbit or hare are dressed and dyed to

substitute for muskret and sold under legion of trade names.

Nutria

Nutria, which is the Coypu let, is indigenous to South

America, comi.g frem the river reions of the Andes, from

Chili, Peru, Brazil an., Argentina. It resembles the beaver

in that it has an under fur which is protected by the "ma
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tern hair, about three inches in lenth, But the fur is

neither deep nor he_vy 11:4e bever.

Since the animal hs its teats on the back, the pelt is

slit down the back in order to keep the belly fur intact.

The best of the fur is on the belly.

The natural coloring of the nutria varies. Some are

speckled yellowish brown. or light brown, others ne?rly

white and few are black on the back.

The fur when freshly dressed and new has the smco

silky appearance that is sc desii6ble. When worn it is

likely to crinkle and curl and become shy or rough, or

woolly. Only the under fur is used; the pelt has t e un

haired or ±_luced to rem-ve the w. ter or top hairs.

The r:Avr pelts sell for ;i2.50 to 800 each. When

plucked they are v,,..lued fr,m 0.60 to *10.J° ech, aceolding

to the quality and the number of welts in the lot.

Nutria is rarely used i its natural coloring, which is

not especially attractive. Dyed it is used as an imitation

of bever of dyed nutria. Formerly most of the nutria w.ks

consumed ty th- trade, that io,.for fur fe/ting.

Today the fur is well est?.blished on the market owing

to the dyers' skill, its durablility and low cost. It also

has the advantage of having a softer, thinAer and more pli

able leather than m_ny of its class, which adapts it to a

wide range of use.
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Cdossum

The American opossum is the only species of marsuoils

found outside of Australia. Until recent years the odossum

was hunted for its meat, and not for the fur. Today this

condition is reysrsed and in scLition furriers are iMporting

three-fourths of the skins used from Australia. The number

of the Australian oposum seems to be increasing in spite of

the fct that millions are killed aa:ually.

Opossum skins of the best grade have a deep, fine, soft

bluish grey under fur with longer and darker 14.it on the

back than the on the belly, which is a yellowish, dense,

fine short hair.

The skins from Tasmania are larger and yellower, with

loner, toicker fur than is found in any other section of

Australia.

Skins fr-m the Victoria regont.are a darxel, richer,

blue...grey color than any excepting the Adelaide opossum.

The Adelaide is a tiny creature, the smallest of its

sAmies, its fur resembling the chinchilla , in quality and

coldr.

The Ringtail opossum is also a small creature, with

fine, soft fur of rich blue-grey on its back, with pure

white-belly. This fu t loos something like chinchilla and

is occassionally used for fur wear.

Most of the Australian opos-um sins have an under hair

that is sntish and somewhat kinky, with long black or
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brownish top ha.ir.

General color varitions are said to tic due largely to

the age of the animal. The your hare very Cai markings,

witch fade Q:1.1t to a whitish color when the animA. is old.

Dyers 1-..ve discovered th t opossum skins will tke a

great Nrriety cf colors successfully and that the dyeing

process makes the fur softer, more lustrous and silky. This

fur is dyed in imitation of skunk, Stone Marten and Black

4arten, also Russian 14,'rten. It is pleasintl, in appear*Loe

and very durable for a medium priced fur.

Persian Lamb

This name ee ap.lied t, lambs is misleading.. These

seine are collected by iersian traders in Bokhara, and evi

dently the name is used to desi nate the quality rather than

a loclity.

rersian lamb is the finest and best of lamb skins, and

is ,.uout is by 9 inches. The lamb fur is a dingy blac or

brown at birth. The pelt is A..waye .yed a jet black, to

tive ui,iform color. 14eing will not impart a lustr if it

is naturally lacking. The fur is composed of short, close,

fine, tiA.form curls. As the lamb grows these curls lobsen

EL.:I. eventually disappear. It is a fairly durable fur, and

ex.ensive.

Persian lab paws are the parts of the legs and paws

that are not as curly fi the body. These are sewn together

and used. This fur resembles carecul in appearance.
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eieced 4,,ersien lamb is made of lee scraps and pieces

that -re trisesed off he eorsieg up Persian lamb. Such fur

appears like Persien lemb but is much cheaper.

iony

The Pony or Tarter foal skin is tetee from a se-11

horse found in the VolEa regions of Russia and on the Siber

Jae steppes. These hardy animals are said to be the descen

dents of the escaped demeetic horses. The natives use the

/ases, mils for toumyss, which abuses a great loss of colts,

but in spite of this fact, the herds are emir to in

clude some 10,000,000 Russian ponies. There are some 200,

000 pony slant, cold ennually for reveeue by these nomedio

tribes, out this does not seem to threaten the destruction

of the herds. These furs eere first used in natural colors,

but when the dyer E found that the sins toot black dye beau

tifully, the &sills became very popular. The prices in

creased four or five times their eerlisr veiue._ ;then pony

furs become so popular the natives killed the foals immede.

ietely after eirth. This resulted in an increased supply of

sine on the serset, which in turn caused a drop in the

price of seine so thet they are now classed as a medium

priced fur,

The SiiliS h ve rather a thin le_ther. The hair is more

woolly or furry than that found on the common American

horse, The texture veries; on some the hair is soft, silty,

slossy, and lies flat like 4 broedtail, in oIhtrs it is
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The young pelts are marked somewhat like the moire
,

trachans and broadtails. .Much of this pattern is lost if

the pelt is dyed.

The colors r.-age from white through tans, browns and

blue browns. Some of these can be used in zr_tural culors;

dyed.

This skin is classed as "medium" in durability. It is

not an expensive garment to AaintA.n because it cn be easi-

ly mended.

Rabbit, Hare, Cony

The current fur-mmrket reports are to the effect thz,,t

rabbit is the most Apular and most extensively use cheap

fur. It been e..Aled the poor man's fur, yet the labor

involved in producing seal, lynx or ermine from rabbit makes

it a rich man's fur. Twenty-five years ago few leading fur-

riers handled rabbit-as such although it was sold under

trade names. Its present place in the industry is due in

part to the skill developed by the dressers and dyers in

producing attrnctive furs from these lowly skins.

Fur fzi.rmin6 for ielts is not profitable, but if rabbits

are raised for fur and me.t the venture may prove financial-

ly ,drofitable.

Felts from domeslAc rabbits have a weak leather, but

the pelae is thick and fine and is less likely to shed than

the fur from a x;.rchment-skin:ied rabbit. The hair of this
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species weirs off and is likely to be brittle and it shede

Rabbit is enown as hare and cony in some coaetries.

European rabbit or hare is ranked first in quality, New Zea-

land pelts are second, Tasmaeian are third, and Australian

are fourth and poorest. England imeorts seee 20,000,430

peits annually from Australia.

The skins of the tame Belgian and French rabbits and

conies are better than those of the wild. aniem is. These are

always preferred for use es furs, while pelts from the wild

species are used in he "cutting" trade, that is, for felt

menafactare. Beleian heres are asorted for size in bundles

of twelve each Ds X, XX, XXX. These ere sorted and packed

in ceses of one hundred dozen to the bundle.

The rabbit fur is soft and flowing. In some instances

it is dense a4.1d. long. The quality depends on the breed, the

age of the animal, its environment, and whether wild or

teme. The fur can be recognized by the "cetty sheen " and

the fact that it leces laeter ed life. It is fcund in all

colors, but usually is dyed or blecbed or both.

RabOit is the foundation. of mazy of the fur imitations

and substitutions now ea the market. Folk who can afford

inexpensive furs thus have the satisfaction ef possessing

this comeiodity, where tie neiehbors may buy seal or seble.

The criticism attached to furriers sellie4_ rabeit for bet

ter grades ef fur is being dissipated by the use ef trade
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names--1,se,true names when eeliine the article. There are

few fursAbat do not beve imitotions made from rabbit today.

Raccoon

"Coon" was used for caps, adorned with the dangling

tails, by pioneer settlers of this country. Although the

Cap had little commerciel velue it gave a picturesque ap-

pearance to its owner and provided ce:efort as well.

The raccoon is keown as the "Tascbbar" by the ,Germans

because it has the hebit of 'aching all of its food before

devouring it.

The raccoon is not ieported from foreign lends and is a

distied'tly American fur, The raccoon pelt avenges about 20

by 15 inches in size, The color and texture vary according

to the habitat.

The 1:orthern species has a deep, dense, soft, brownish

colored under fur, while the guard heir is long and of a

grizzly Lau shelling to black on the back of the sin. In

sortie pelts the top hair is Jilvery and dare grey. The choi-

cest eelts have a bluish cart, while ethers beve a yellowish

or reddish brown tinge.

The Zouehern species is smaller, and the fur is coare-

er, ehertee, thinner eee.fletter, also poorer in color.

Southern raccoons are sold as Hcoet" coons at about one-

third the price paid for the lorthern or "Furrier's Coon.*

If unprime the light-colored under wool Oecomes red-

dish; the far thin and wooley and the guard hairs crum-
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pie at the tips, aLd of course shed easily.

Raccoon is a valuable fur; though not expensive, be-

ouse oe used for sc many purposes. In years past,

the fur w..s dyed sold as black. bear, mrten, or lyax.

Today it is so populr that other long-aired furs :,re used

to imitate raccoon. Occasionally if t.e pelt is very good,

the to hairs are pluciked; the under fur then reseiubles be

and is used a subtitute for be.ver.

Today the fur ips extre4iy popular for the "coileell

mit, and this has gre tly increased the market price of the

pelt. R=accoon farmers ,,re finding: s ready m:..r.iet and to

prices for their pelte.

River Otter

Thenverctteris called the connecting link Letween

the land and water It is best i.acvn as the Common

Otter of Europe. Thy moot trI'lua:ole otter sLins ,;:e the

American or O4nadian; the lai,zest are from bray .1 ..nd the

sralleet ire the Feline Otter of South A.LErica.

The Otter ha:=3 been nearly extermin-ted. In 1(85 a load

of 20)000 pelts wLe taken frbm North Americ a regions and

sold in China for tieospoo. In 1875 all tne Americ_a co,n-

panies had a combined o_tch of only 3D00 annually. This is

another argument in favor of fur-fl.rming, presel'ves,

closed sea sons and intE,rn-tionai treaties.

The Otter is o playful aniwl, kWh s the ,curious hab-

it of sliding don step mud 6enks of long steep snow nke.
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From the point of view of the furrier, this is herd on the

fur.

The Otter pelt when caught h s a pelage of dense, short

under far with a thick strong top hair. When the top hair

removed by unhairing or plucking it levee an exquisitely

beautiful, he-vy, soft velvety fur. The color when unpluck-

ed ranges from a fawn to e liver brown; t this time the

beck is darker thn the under body. The color after pluck-

ing is shimeering aed lustrous, at times it seems black

with a tic,e of purplish silver." The dareer the fur the

more it is prized.

There is no fur equal to Otter for combined utility,

ee uty end. durability in all kieds of weather. It is a

rich, beautiful fur but is not gtowy or ceaspicuous.

Unh:ired and dyed, tte otIer is superior to seal fur in

appearance and dur.bility. It has a. heavier leather than

seal. It is an almost perfect substitute for seal.

Many Otter pelts when enhaired are much like the choic-

est beaver in color and texture, except thet the under fur

is shorter. This eccounts beaver being sold as otter

occssicnally.

,The pelts ere crime erl well furred from 7ovember 15

to Merch 15; after that the fur is singed by the sun or dam-

aged by the activity of the otter on the slides, de ceasing

the value of tee seine.

The beet colored aed furred seies ere obtained ire east-
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best furred but poorer colored skins come fro =: Nova Scotia,

in the Fort York section. The poorest grades are taken in

the Gulf and iacific Coast states; these heve short fur of

very li4At color. These light or white seine are very com-

mon. The Japanese Otter produces a fine, dark- colored fur.

The Norwegian and Halifax skins have coeser fur though they

ere dark colored. Pelts from the southern states nave very

thick leather and poor fur. The Golden colored Otter found

in Norway is very r re eel:1 very expensive. All foreign-

caught otters are ieferior in grade to the North American

Otter.

Russian Sable

Russian Sable is a species of tee mertens, simil_ r to

the European and American marten. The Russian S-ble has a

much silkier, finer-textured fur than the other species.

Skins obtained from the depths of the forests, there sun-

light does not filter thru, are the darkest, being nerly.

black. There are almost priceless. Other pelts ordinerily

range from light to deep eheetnut brown, and ere uniform ex-

cept for the red6ish grey parch on the throat and a mixture

of black and grey on the cheeks and snout,

Russian Sable of the best grade is so rare and valuable

that if a hunter were to tetch twenty choice pelts in a sea-

son, he would be eble to retire with n income for life.

The velue of.a Russian Sable depends on the density,
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length, luster, and color of the top hairs, as is true of

all other martens. The lether is fine, close and iiht

weight, yet very durable These raw pelte have a price

range of 475 to 41500 each. There bre furs that cost more

per pelt, but fitured in cost per square inch Russian Sable

is the most v..luable of furs.

The most valuable of these pelts come from Takutch, Si

beria; these hve silvery hairs that are evenly distributed

thru the fur, These 'e the widestretched skins.

The Amur skins 11,-.ve a paler but pretty bluish tans With

many silvery hairs. The fur is not so deep nor close, but

is effective.

Chinese and Aongolian skins re similar to the Russian

SaOle skins, but :.re inferior in coor, strength and qualo.

ity.

Jakuteh skiLs :.re smaller and have a browner top hair,

and tive large, full, silky tails.

Okhotsh produces smaller sable skins that are browner

and have fier, fuller fur than tile Jakutsh skias.

The pelts from kamoharka are stretched lengthwise.

These e silvery tipped had full furred, though lighter in

color.

Light.-oolored pelts are tipped or blended. This does

not detract from the beauty; rither it maes them appear

like the darer sins. Cnly experts cn detect this tip

ping. These tipped pelts Should oe much less costly than
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the natural darkcolored sable.

American brown sable and Kolinsky are used as imitate

tions of Russian sable.

Sea Otter

The Sea Otter is extinct so f,r s the average furrier

is coecerned, for there ere eractioally no pelts on the mare

ket. A single skin now selis for from 41,500 to $2,000.

There were only e4,hty....one skins taien in 1913.

H. W. Elliot says the *when Russien traders first

opened the Aleutian Islands, the netives wore cloes ef fur

of the sea otter. When the Pribilof Islands Aere eiocover

ed, the Russians caught upwards of 5,000 otter sins the

first season. In less than six years the otter disappeared

from these eorthern weters and is rarely if ever found there

today."

Methods of fur farming are hot successful thus far, and

very few instances recorded where the otter has repro

duced in captivity. The otter skin is large and loose for

the otter body. Whee stretched and dried it is therefore

drawn out to onethird more than the apparent size of the

animal.

The otter is unlike other aquatic animals in that the

pelt does not require unhairing; the pelage has rich, dense,

untier fur, and the top hairs are soft and short.

The color varies from e pale 6reybrown to a rich

black. some pelts have a sprinkling of slivery white hairs.
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In this evei:it the blacker the pelage, and the more regular

the sliver points, the more valuable the fur. The fur,

which vies from an inch to one and one.hAl inches in

depth, is lustrous, dearly white :it the root endE, ad grad .

ually darkend toward the tip ends.

When judgin sea otter note the depth of color or in.

tensity of color, the smoothness and evenees of the pelage,

thickness, density and length of the fur, the presence or

absence of a wooly patch on the back, number .rid distribu

tion of silver haire, any indioatione of singed or

sikhtly curled fur.

Sea Otter is rated at oee hundred per cent n the fur

chrt scales. All other furs are judged with otter es hav .

in the best fur, in texture, color and leather and in ap

pearance and durability.

eale

Seals are divided into two groups, the True or Earlese

seal which is the Hair Seal, and the tired or ?ur Seal. The

seine of the eariess seals are largely used by tan:ers.

Scare 7 species are found in this family. The Fur Seal fem.

ily is com?osed of 8 species whose skins are used for fur.

The pelbge of the Fur Seal is composed of deep, soft,

velvety under fur, and longer, stiff, oorce ward hairs.

The hair seal fur consists of the hair and no under fur.

Pelagic aealin was ca.l*ried on without mercy during the

nineteenth century, with the result that the furseal herds
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were practically exterminated. Government intervention has

saved the few sei left, and government protection he

built up to herds.

Seals formerly were found in many waters, north and

south. Today the largest seal herd his its breeding greunds

on the Pribilof Islands, Aluska, St. George Islend in this

grcup was discovered by the Aussians in 1786, while,St. Paul

Island, forty miles north, was discovered tee following

July.

The United Stetee purcaased Alasee in 186/. During the

first few years after this the government allowed different

oempanies tilling privileges. In 1870 the killing privi

leges were granted exclusively to the Alasea Coreleerciel Com

pany for e period of teeety yeer . he this lee expired

enu bias were called in for releasing the eilling privi

legee, the North American Commercial Compaey was the highest

bidder. This le_se expired in 19l0, -t w ich time the gave.

ernment chaeged its policy. Insteed of releasing to a prie.

vate organisation the government took over c.mplete centrel

of the sealing opereteoes, and this policy is still in

farce.

During the period 1870-1a0, socalled pelagic sealing

developed into tremendous proeortione. The great evil inci

dent to this perioa was recegeized. Goverument agents were

stationed on the islands, and the company cerried on its

tilling under supervision. Young melee fr,m 2 to 3 years
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old were ten. True pelagio sealing meant killing of the

se_ls in the open seu. This form of killin was wrong and

wasteful. i,robably h_lf the animZis shot were never recov..

ered. During the breeding season. the cows Lre found at sea,

going to and from their feeding grounds. Probably 4 per

cent of the seals killed. belonged to these herds of cows.

*hen the cow was killed, the pup that she was 4arsing died

of st=,rvation on land. Lafore 1910 the beaches we liter

ally covered with dead pups. Sealers tried to provg the

these pups died of disease, but scientific lavestiation

proved that the oups died of starvation. During these years

the United States government was striving for he abolition

of this form of pelagic sealing. Since this killing took

place outside of the threewile limit, established by Inter*.

ELAional there was no wo- of compeiling other overn*

meats to stop their subjects from pelagic seali4 on the

high seas.

Representatives friL. England, Japan, Russiaiand the

United States accordingly met in cciference, on the request

of this government. ConvinCed that the seal herds would be

annihiL ted within a few yeals, under the existing condi

tions, tney worked out a plan which prevented any of their

subjects from engging in pelagic sealing in the -North Paci-

fic ad behring Sea for fifteen years, Thestreaty to this

et'fect w s signed in 1911. This treaty also protects the

Japanese arty Russian herds.
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Since then the government has taken over complete con

trol of the cealing operaticns. The herd was deeleted to

135,000 seals. The first stee in the rehabilitation of the

herds was to have h cloned season for six yehrs, only enough

seals being killed to supply fresh me. t for the netives on

the islende. This proved to be toe great a protection for

the herd. The averahe number of cows per bull drceped to

lees thhe thirty. This resulted in a great deal of fiahte

ing, as is true with any polyahmous species. In 1916 kill

ing on a ceenercihl scale wee resuhed, several thusand

of these excess wales were hilled. Since then the rooker

ies have had comearative peace and quiet.

The results of reguleted lad killing have estetlished

the velue of this system, for the herd has increased to more

than 800,00e in the ten yeers freer 1912 to 1922. In 1910

the Northern Amerioeh Commercial Company had difficulty in

eettina 15,000 aeimhls. During the period from 1917 to 1922

more than 145,000 surplus mhles were taken. The take of

seals in 1923 was 31,800.

The government her worked out policies, based on the

n. turul habits of the anlmels, which re essential to the

develoement of the herds. It should be remembered thht the

pups .re born about 50 per cent for each eex. Since one

all hes same 40 cows in his harem, a surplus of 39 moles

left for killing. The law reeuires that an annual reserve

. of 9,350 threeyearold melee be kept to provide for the
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growth of the herd. Theoretically the remaining bachelors

are available for killing.

The Bure u of Fisheries m de the official announcement

in 1926 that 19,087 furseal skins were taken during the

season of 1925; of this 17,609 were threeyeurold ma lee.

The remainder were chiefly be two and fouryearold m,:les.

Of these 7,133 were stripped and blubbered before siting.

The others we e skiaed with a knife and s lted with the

blubber on.

Dr. Carl B. Boyd, superintendent and physician at the

Neah By Indian Agency, reported in 1926 that he had authen

ticated on behalf of the Department of Commerce a total of

1751 seal skins taken by Indins under jurisdiction off the

co.st of Washington during the spring migration of the Prib

ilof Isl_nds furseal herd. In 1924 the natives in sLuth

eastern Alaska took only 8 skins, whereas in 1925 they took

279 skins.

Under the existing iroteotive meeuree, it is believed

that the seal hera will number a million in the course of a

few years.

Seal skin is one of the most difacult'skins to dress

and tan. It takes a longer time than any other fur. The

skins are r-movea from the animal with a layer of f, t or

blubber left on. Then salt is piseed over the flesh side of

the stretched skirl. hen cured the skin is takea from the

slt, and resprinkled with fresh sA.t; each skin is then
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the skin from dryint; and h,rcenine. The bundles are pasted

in oak ceeks for shiesent.

The Eurel,u of Fisheries h,c these skins sent to Fouke's

St. Louis. Thin c,mpacy has the contract for dressi.g and

dyeing the seal skins for the tovernment. it should be re-

4embered that the government owns these skins until Foukeis

have completed their 7ork. The sais -e sold at public

auction in St. Louis.

Fouke quoted the following prices April 1E,1929: Reims.

wnich contain choice skiliv, sc red and faulty watch

are m. their ,w).e indicates.

0;;I 1own

Regulars z,-,verage price $48.28 per skin.

Scarred ,nd f-ulty 27.10 "

blalk

Regul:..rs verao price $33.2 per kin.

Scarred and faulty 17.00 "

The intro:Lction of the lot,wood brown he proved eo

successful that browa 6yed, s.ins bring 50 per cent dire at

auction than the bic-ck."

Fortsrly seal sins a...re sent to London to be dressed.

This wu.s an ex;easive proceiure since the r-1. ekiJAs were

sipped back after bei,16 ,resse2 and dyed. They came tx-ck

fore .14,11 product, on which an ad ,,lorue, Juty of 53 per

cent had to be p. id. The loio1 solution was to establish
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an organization in this country th:.:_t could equal the work of

the London dressers.

In 1915 several of the best seal experts wel-e brought

over from London. Thee men lave tr_i;led Americans, and the

output of the Fouke Fur Company is now equal in every re

spect to that of the London companies. This dressing :.nd

dyeing requires more than 125 distinct proceses.

To judge the quality of seal skin one must note:

1. The maximum softness and flexibility and the

"stretch" of the leather.

2. The weight of the skin. The lighter skins are more

desirable.

3. The texture of the fur--deep, soft, velvety and

rich, with a usieek shimmering" finish.

4. Absence of guard bire,

5. Size of pelt. Is it government stmped7

6. General appearance. Is the grment equally well

furred? The length of the fur is 3/4 inch long on the

shoulders and 1/4 inch on the breast of the pelt.

7. Color. Depth and color of the sealbrown at the

root ends of the huir; rich, warm black on the tip ends.

Logwood grown Alaska Seal is the newest color to be success-

fully applied to Seal skins. This produces a beautiful

enaurine fur, at as reasonable a price e the black seal,

Seal is the warmest of furs. etting cannot hurt it

for it 112 durable fast color and is strong and tough. Ali-
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though the initiel cost may seem high, it is a cheap fur in

that it is durable.

Victoria seal is the pelt of the female of the Alaska

species. It is smeller, less durable, and contraixed.' The

United States eovernment rules are very strict about the

possession of Victoria seal. Customs officers advise women

going abroad to registr their seal coats at the Unite..

Stetes Custom House before sailing and receive e certificte

for readmission. Otherwise it is sometimes difficult to get

Amerioenmade and Americanpurchased rmeats back into teis

country, because of the chance tbet contraeend Victoria Seal

may thus be admitted by the inspectors.

Other fur seals include the Alaska, Cape Horn, Cooper

Island, Lobes Island, Northwest Coast, Robben Island and

Shetland or the South. Sea. The last named has been prautie

°ally exterminated. Northeest coast or Victoria is eot

available now because tee goverement does not permit

in the femeles. The Alaska Seal is the best seal skin now

on the merket.

Imitations and substitutions for fur seal are very corn

on. Hudson seal, which is eeeldyed muskrat, is the best.

Rabbit, Nutria, Cony, end Rare are used for the less expen

sive imitations. Yabric fur cloth is also used quite exten

sively, but there rarely is a cloth imitation th t does not

betray itself _et first glance.

The_prev Lai, welch is a true seal, is found along the
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north Atlantic coast. It is quite different in habits and

appearance from the other species. The coat of the grey

seal is yellowish in color, uecomieg lighter underneath, and

is marked with indefinite sots. Formerly teis seal vies ex-

clusively used by tan-ere. Teeey the grey sal is beinE

used for far to . limited extent.

COM4Ort Bee4, eleo a true seal, oc urs in North Atlantic

and North Pacific oceans. The skins are used for leathers

aad are manufactured into tru-k and b ie covers, purse;:, etc,

or used with the heir left on for seddle houeings. The skin

is 61so used by the northern natives for rain coats, caps,

moccassins or bags because the h-ir sheds water; they are

also used in making kyaks.

fixbg Greenland Seal is a true or hair seal. The

general color of the acult Greenland Seal is a yellowish

white with black markings on the back and limbs. The mark-

tugs are more distinct on the males. For the first few

mouths of its life tl:is seal is classed as "White Coates are

dyed blase or brown and sold as "Wool Seals." eost of this

Wool Seal is mereeted in London.

The ceeture of the Harp seal in. k.es a row Laic story

which Agnes Laut tells so well. The sealers go north in the

spring, in time to kill the cubs when the cubs are about a

month old. The cubs weigh frcm 40 to 53 pounds and are hea-

vy with she sea1 oil. The seine as taken to port with the

bluboer on. et port the blubber is reeeoved, and the seal
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oil is refiued. The pelts sold ,s *Wool Seals." seals

which are killed for the taneers re secured on e later

trip.

The natives of the north uce seal oil for food, lamp

oil and lubricating oils. The other .prts of the body pro

ice m,Aerial for making boats or kyaks, sledges, clothing

and hunting implements.

Skunk

Skunk has been designated as "Enfans du dible" by

Gabriel Sagard Theodat in his history Onada written

about 1639. The name sizunk is said to have been derived

from the Ores name "Seecawk." The animal is 'Known for his

defensethat of excreting a nauseating odoriferous eiJ.. It

is greAly to the credit of trailers tht they obtain pelts

free fro,:i. such odor. .There is of course, slight character

istic odor to this pelt as there is for all other species,

and When eet the pelt odor welr beceme noticeable.

The average pelt is 6 by 15 inches i size. It he two

White stripes running from the head to the base of the

The darkbrown under fur is thick, elope ,,nd full; the

brownish blac top hair, which Is long, flowing and glossy,

is 4 l/3 to 3 inches.long. This fur is generally conceded

to bcone of the most durable, handsome and popular furs on

the market.

If the pelt is caught too early, the under fur is thin

and is "blue pelted." If taken too late, it is "siuged"
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from the sunlight.

At present the pelt is sold so cheaply that fur farmers

cannot produce and market the skunk at a profit. Practi

celly all tne skunk on the fur market is therefore obtained

from trappers and hunters.

The finest furred pelts are secured from New 'fork,

Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, New England and Canada. The

largest and finest seins axe produced in Wiscensin, Dakota

and northern Iowa. These re the most valueble on the mar

ket. The sine obtained in the South are not so full furred

The South American skunk is coarser aed less desirable.

Formerly the white stripes were cut out from the pelt

and the fur then sold in its natural coloring. This prac

tice prevails to some extent todey. Much of the skunk is

now dyed, howevers.either e dark brown or a jet black, con

cealing the etitc stripes. The jetblack dyed skin has a

beautiful luster and is not so expensive as the .eatural. It

is easy to distinguish eAween the natural and dyed furs, if

they are oempared. Dyed skunk is known on the market as

black marten, dipped martee, and Alaska sable. Paris led

the fashion for calling the fur by its own name in 1912.

Since then it usually is known.by its own name.

The natural or undyed fur proves to be a good host for

moths, so requires more careful storage thee the dyed.

Skunk is now commonly imitated by using dyed opossum or

dyed raccoon. In the former the top hair is longer, coarser
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and stiffer; the under wool is frizzy and less compact then

til t of the skunk. The reccoon h:_s thinner to Bair, with a

heavier under wool that is likely to mat, a characteristic

iiot true of t::e skunk.

Shiraz

The Shiraz lamb comes fro .:ersia. Its fur has a loose

curl, the dyed skins lack the luster of the e& ins from Boa

hara. Normally there are 300,000 skins exhorted annually..

Squirrel

Tbere is a wide range of variation in the, squirrel fim

ly, found in all parts of the world. Squirrels seem to ue

more abundant in Asia that. elsewi-lere. An interesting fact

is that the red seuirrel of England becomes the grey squir

rel of aextern Europe, ana it grows dareer and darker the

farther towra the east one goes until one finds an almost

black s(4uirrel in Japan.,

Comeercially speaking, furriers use the Siberian and

Russian squirrels, and a few tht are 'obtained fro. Japan

and Chia. Previous to tae recent war, the S4LiS were im

ported dressed from RuE-is L:Ild Germany, Today they are im

ported raw. At one tilee squirrel tails ,:e.re sold raw by

weight, a thousand tails we;. nink from six to nine pounds.

The west squ,rrel skin has an even, thick, close fur on

the 'met, while ti,e belly or "locks" are flat furred. The

color on the back is a dark bluegrey ari the locks

white or c eam colored, T:.e medium and light grey skins are
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also desireble for use uadyed. Many pelts are streaked or

staged with yellow, red or brown. These are dyed or tipped.

The pelts ere toudi and durable although light in weight.

The tells, which ere usually small ad dark colored, are

often used.

This pelt is one of few th t is rrely used whole. The

e cut away from the white locks aa used separately.

This is due to the color and the texture of the fur.

:ore than 5,3004003 squirrels eee seid to be on the

market annually. This does not seem line such a large num

ber, considering that Eegland imported 2,130i000 skins in

l83 for local use. Squirrel is imitated by the use of mer

mot, woodchuck, bear moue grounehos..

3tone Marten

The Stone Marten of commerce is, often known ee the

white breasted beach, which is mere common than the Fine

Merten. The Germane Call it "Steinmarder* because it is

usualiy found amomg rocks anu stones.

Its size of 16 by 5 inches is practically the same as

that ol the mine or Baum Marten.

The exquisite fluffy, deep under fur is a stony white

and the top hair is ash colored at the root, shading into

chestnut in the middle, they to OLeck on the tips, which

gives the back of the belt ti.1,6.ire0.sh brown effect that

characterizes it. The elly is whitish. There is no

yellowish cast to the fur, though there is a. darker, browns.
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to-black marking down the center back. The tails are espec-

ially choice in their rich, Berk coloring.

atural Stave arten is not especially popular at pre-

sent. The choicest shins used in their naturel color' gs

are imeorted from Bosnia and Fre.nce. Pelts from Asia are

less wcolly.an:1 more silky than see.e. Tureey, .tfghanisten

ana Inaiz produce p rer grades of Stone kartea. The Russ-

ian Stone iarten is light colored and has coereer texture.

The ligher-o_lored skins are usually Stone learten

blended to the dere Russian sable colorings. This fur is

quite uu/ ble. The leather is firm r1d soft.

Recent figures indicate tn t sceae 53,000 pelts are im-

ported from Bosnia and France,

300 from Russia annually.

130,000 from Germany and 530,

Sualiti

The Susliii, which is commonly. confused with the go-

pher, is about the size of the European squirrel. It is ex-

ported-for the fur trade from central and eeetern Europe and

Siberia; it is also found in sore sections of t:orth A.aerioa.

The fur is rether short. The uaaer part of the pelt is

a yellowish brown. The sides, which are yellow, are separ-

ated from the belly coloring oy a dark blaoe band. The beck

of the pelt has six to eight longitudinal striees alterea.;-

tin g with five to seei, rows of light spotted stripes. This

marking gives rise to the name the "Ihirteee lined" or Leo-

pard Susliki.
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In times past the Susliki vv$ never used as a good fur

but es linings or for pieces where cheap fur was necessary.

Today it is used as a better fur, principally for trimmings.

It gives moderately good service.

Thibet Lamb

Thibet lamb is usually sold as white Thibet lamb, and

is also ilawn as i.landarin lamb. has long, curly, fine, soft

wool which t. .es the dye we11, or can be bleached a beauti-

ful white.

It is said th.t the lamb is wrapped and sewed into a

jacket imniedieAely after birth and that this preserves the

quality and cleanliness of the wool during its six weeks of

life. This fur is used for baby sets, baby robes, and for

evening 4armeats,

golf

The wolf is referred to by J. E. Harting in his volume,

xtiact.British Anix.401, by saying: "It is well known, great

efforts sere by King Edgar to reduce the number of

wolves in the ovuntry. But not wit steual-g the annual tri-

elite of 300 skins paid to him dering several years oy the

Ki. ng of wales, he was not ,t1together successful." During

the reign of Henry III, the kine, gave grants of 1ne to

those who would destroy the wolves on this land. This con-

tinued and persistent effort to kill ofY the ss_ves is having

the desired result, so that the animal is becomi-g extinct

the country .s settled.
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Furriers use the pelts from wolves c-,ught in the Hud-

son's aay region, the StL.tes, Siberia and Russia, and some

from Asia. The prairie dog--1.e. dog wolf--is also used for

cheap wolf.

The wolf is closely allied to the dog; it has a deep,

dense under wool L.,nd long, fine flowing guard hair. The

hair on the head and shoulders is coarser and longer than

that on the rest of the body. The color of the fur ranges

from a wh'..tisis, rey to b own or black.

The grey wolf or timber wolf has longer, finer, denser

hair than :15y of the T.uropean or Asiatic prototypes. The

Alaska wolf also has long, dense hair, Out coreer thn that

of the timber wolf. The Russian wolf h-s a teick, brownish-

red under fur, bluish at the root ends, with long flowing

black top hairs. The Siberian wolf is 1,,:a.ger, lighter

colored, aLd ts,,s harsher fur. Wolves from the Fort Church-

ill district in Canada are :1.most white, while those from

the Esquimc i3 :y section are bluish-grey. The Chinese, Jape

anese and Indian wolves have very poor pelts of little com.

merciL,1 value.

The better grades of the fur have the very long, flow-

ing top hair. although wolf is rated s one of the best

wearing furs, these flowing top hairs are inured by fric-.

tion. 14 poorer grades of wolf pelts, the fur lies flat. If

the pelt' is ten from a poiOned animal, all the heir and

under fur is likely to fA.1 out.
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Wolf toi.es dye very successfuliy, but the beauty of the

fur is not increased inthis process, _rid the fur loses

-about onethird of its streogth in the process of dyeing.

Wolf dyed blacii. may be used as a suostitute for lynx and

fox. The present prices of wolf, however, 412,3 to 15.00

for Siberian, and 47,00 to 415.D0 for American, mite this

fur too expensive to oe used as a "chep substitute" for

lynx and fox.

The prairie dog or coyote is dyed to be used in lieu of

fox and better grades of wolf. It is also used ,s a sobsti

tute for crcy:s fox. The fur is durable and inexpensive.

Wolverine

The pelt of the wolverine is uocommon, less than 4,000

are said to be on the mKrket anoually. The rareness of the

pelt, its durability and beauty cause one to wonder why they

are not vary popular.

The pelt is about 16 by 18 inches in size. It has

full, thick, wooly under kiir, with strong, bright top hairs

from 2 1/2 to 3 inches long. The color vries, there may be

two or three sko.des of browo on ooe pelt. The center back

is very d_rt at the shoulders, this color runs down the

flanks to the root of the tail, forming a perfect disc or

saddle marking. This is bordered with a paler shade of

brown, mergino to a thrk brown to are the flanks.

Gottlieb soys "The wolverine is the most durable of all

the long haired furs." The leather is thick and wears well,
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and the fur wears well. The color does not fade out in sun

light as meny other furs' colors do. The pelt is expensive

because of its peculiar coloring and merkinge and its dur

ability. Wolverine fur is also used to manufacture tails,

which are used to imitate the stone marten tails..

probably the trppers tell eore stories of the wolver

ine, than of any other animal. It is nown as the glutton,

because it steals aid hides everyteing, from trap bait,

guns, axes and clothing to food. If a wolverine finds a

string of traps and tampers with it, the huntEe lather wiil .

heve to get the wolverine or give up treeping in that re

gion.

The Wombat, Laola or Australian Bear

The pelt of the Wombat is exported from Australia,

where tee aeimal thrives in large numbers. The pelt is ape

proximately 20 Oy 12 ieches in size. It has a thick spongy

fur, of under heir about oneehelf inch deep, Without top

hair.

The color is whitish gxey, Mach is so characteristic

of most of the Australian mammal pelts. The ximel is often

called the Australian badger because of this coloring.

The fur is cheep, but good for rough we a, aed is come

monly used. The fur tares a variety of colors, so is come

monly dyed. it is also used es a substitute for better

gradee of fur.

Unless the Austraiien governments control the open sea
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come extinct, because the deuland for cheap far exceeds the

supply.
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Table of relative durability, usint Otter as 100 per cent

for standard.

Astrachan 10 per cent

Baum Marten 65

Beaver ?lucked 85 "

Beaver-Natural 90 "

Chinchilla 15 "

Civet Cat 40

Cony 20 "
*

Ermine 25 N

Fox-Natural si - ... 40 *

Fox-Dyed ... . . . 25 II

Genet 35 "

Goat 15

.re

of inky

5

25

"

"
H

kriguler - 60 "

Leopard .. _ /5

Lynx 25

:::;armot-Dyed 20 *
N

n4-Natural 70

Wink -Dyed - - 35 "

-ole .7 "

Ruskrat-Natural

uskr-A-Beal dyed

utria-Plucked -

45

u. 25

"

*



Otter-Plucked

litter -Sea

Cpossum-tural

95

100

37

per cent

"
II

" "

Cpossum-Dyed ----- - - - - - 20 a a

Persian . 65 °
*

i'ony-Russian 35 0
*

Rabbit - - ... 4. 5 to *

Raccoon-Natural 65 p *

Raccoon-Dyed 50 to 0

Sable-Natural 4. 60 0 0

Sable-iAended 46 0 0

Skunk-Natural . - - . . 70 *

Stunk-Tipped . - . .... 50 0 to

Seal-Fur 80 0

Seal-Fur dyed /0 # *

Seal-Hair 80 is #

Seal-Hair dyed 75 ft 0

Squirrel 25 ft 0

Wolf-Natural 50 * 1*

Wolf-Dyed 30 #

Wolverine 100 to *


